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Background
At Wallace Fields Infant School & Nursery, our curriculum is based on the September 2014 National Curriculum
for Key Stages 1 and the Early Years 2012 framework in Nursery and Reception.
Our rigorous, well planned curriculum combined with high quality teaching ensures that children are
supported to be well rounded, empathetic young people who have a genuine thirst for learning. Children
develop a strong sense of moral purpose in addition to a respect for and understanding of other people. We
are committed to developing the whole child. Our children will have the opportunity to be creative, to be
physically active and to be academically challenged.
A thematic approach
There is evidence that teaching subject knowledge and skills as part of a wider topic based curriculum allows
pupils to make useful links between areas of learning, and consolidate skills. Children are also likely to be more
engaged in their learning if it has a context and theme that runs through it. We have therefore developed a
new thematic curriculum to deliver the National Curriculum 2014 and other aspects of the school curriculum,
including PHSE, Religious Education and Citizenship.
Core Subjects
English and Maths will continue to be taught discretely. Where possible links will be made with literacy genres,
fiction and non-fiction books, guided reading books and poetry, as this has been shown to develop the
thematic approach and deepen learning and engagement.
There is less opportunity for linking Maths to topics, but where possible, areas of maths like data handling and
measures will be linked for pupils and to support Maths learning. We now follow the ‘Power Maths’ scheme
which is a mastery approach.
Science will be fully embedded in the topics, when possible, as some topics each year have a science focus and
others will have less of a scientific emphasis. Science will still be taught regularly in these topics however, more
time will be allocated over a half term to teaching science as it is still a core subject.
Foundation Subjects
History, Geography, Design Technology, Art and Computing will be integrated into the topic, and will form
the basis of much of the cross-curricular links through the use of ‘task time’ in KS1 and ‘Discovery time’ in the
EYFS.
Computing is also planned for weekly as an explicit lesson. The Teacher’s follow the Purple Mash Scheme of
Work that breaks the Computing curriculum down into different topics to teach throughout the year. Children
have the opportunity to apply the skills they have been taught in ‘task time’ and ‘discovery’ activities.
Music is taught discretely for 30 mins per week by a music teacher. Cross curricular opportunities within the
classroom take place for one afternoon per half term with both the music lead and classroom teacher.
Physical Education is discretely taught each week for at least 2 hours either by the teacher or a professional
sports coach from a company called SCL. SCL sessions are fortnightly for classes and are taught by a
professional sports coach alongside the class teacher. Teachers follow planning from the PE hub in their weekly
sessions.
Religious Education is a statutory part of the curriculum. The school follow the Surrey Agreed Syllabus.
Where possible topics from this syllabus have been matched to thematic topics across a year. A main aim of
RE is to develop tolerance, respect and understanding of others and their beliefs. At Wallace Fields Infant
School we feel the best way to do this is to enrich learning by children having first hand experiences through
trips, visits and workshops. These practical, hands -on experiences encourage curiosity, develop understanding
and instil the tolerance needed to thrive in our diverse community. These approaches help to promote British
values and spiritual, moral, social and cultural (SMSC) development, supporting pupils for the opportunities,
responsibilities and experiences of the present and the future.
PSHE is an important aspect of our curriculum, and will be taught either discreetly or within a topic
depending on the needs of the pupils in each key stage.
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WFIS & Nursery ‘E’ Curriculum (INTENT)

Excellence:
These are our high aspirations and nonnegotiables – we expect all children to be
included at WFIS and Nursery. When they leave
the school they are equipped with the right
knowledge and skills to progress at the next
stage of their school career.

Entitlement:
The learning opportunities and experiences we
expect all of our children to have before they
leave our school. These opportunities build
character and allow our children to find their
interests and talents and create aspirations.

Enrichment:
Using the learning opportunities beyond the
classroom to motivate and excite our children as
learners to nurture their talents.
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• Strong outcomes for all children, including our children with SEND, disadvantaged pupils and those new to
English.
• Clear progression of knowledge and skills through EYFS and Key Stage 1 leading to high standards and
quality outcomes in the foundation subjects at KS1 and in all areas of learning at EYFS.
• Children develop pride in their own learning and outcomes, presenting their learning in ‘Learning Journals’,
on display and on learning patches, which are celebrated by a range of readers, including family members.

• Quality texts at the heart of all learning journeys which develops a love of reading. Different fiction and
non-fiction books are explored with the children developing fluency and comprehension around the
theme.
• Broad coverage of all foundation subjects and EYFS areas of learning with a balance of knowledge, skills
and understanding taught through an innovative and creative cross-curricular approach.
• Generating a passion for learning through topics linked to children’s interests with high quality continuous
provision at point of play during 'discovery time' in EYFS and using elements of this practice in KS1 during
‘task time’.
• Children develop the characteristics of effective learning with a focus on critical thinking skills,
independence, risk taking and resilience. Support so our children know how to stay safe and become good
citizens.
• A rich, arts-based curriculum with access to specialist teachers for art and music, alongside specialist
sports coaches and dance teachers to enhance PE outcomes.

• Learning within an exciting school environment, inspiring children through visits, expert visitors and first
hand experiences, working towards meaningful end of term outcomes and celebrations.
• Developing ‘well-rounded’ children by nurturing their diverse talents during the school day and through
after-school clubs.
• Making best use of our outdoor environment and the local community to enhance learning.
• Celebrating different cultures, including religious and cultural festivals, to reflect our school’s diversity.
• Sharing engaging home learning tasks which develop creativity and support family learning.

(IMPLEMENTATION)
Planning: Learning activities are well planned, ensuring rapid progress in the short, medium and long term for all of
our pupils.
Long Term:
 Each year children experience three topics (Autumn, Spring and Summer). Across each year, the three topics will
cover all objectives within the National Curriculum. To ensure our children never experience the same topic within
their time at Wallace Fields Infant School & Nursery, we have a three-year revolving plan (Cycle A, B and C)(See
Appendix One for the Long Term Topic Overview).
Medium Term:
 Each term’s learning journey will be planned the term before it will be taught with support from Primary Matters
(See Appendix Two the Medium Term Plan document.)
 The plan clearly outlines key questions that you cannot ‘Google’ to get the answer and identifies vocabulary that
will be taught explicitly within the topic.
 Teachers use the progression grids (knowledge and skills) for each subject to add to the MTP document (See
Appendix Three for an example).
Short Term planning:
 KS1 Teachers write weekly plans for English, Maths (Power maths) Phonics/SPAG (phonics play) and Foundation.
 EYFS teachers write weekly plans for Communication and Language, Power Maths, ‘Others’, Discovery and outdoor
planning with general enhancement for Reception.
 Nursery teachers plan carpet learning, group activities and ‘discovery activities’ based on the 17 areas of the EYFS
curriculum.
These are written using either the school format or PowerPoint/smart notebook slides, according to the teacher’s
preference, however they must all include:
* learning objectives
* success criteria
* differentiated activities
* key questions
* focus for additional adults
* pre –teach
* key vocabulary
* plenary and mini plenaries


‘Task time’ activities provide the children with the opportunity to build on our ‘teach, recall, recall, recall’
approach, ensuring children know more, remember more and understand more, thus making progress. Children
will transfer learning from their short-term memory to their long-term memory using this approach.
Examples of task time activities:

Year One

Year One
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Year Two

Year Two



An environment plan will be completed for EYFS for discovery learning for each new block of work. This captures
possible provision for different learning styles across the classroom. For KS1 this is captured on the MTP.



A weekly timetable will be used to map out the flow of the weeks work with details added to support teaching.

Timetabling:


Each teacher will plan a weekly timetable like the one below with …
 Things that cannot be changed – assembly time, break time, lunch time, PE, music and phonics
 Weekly ingredients (see next page for EYFS and KS1)
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KS1 Weekly ‘ingredients’
 5 phonics (Y1) / Spelling rules (Y2) (5 phonics in Y2 due to COVID)
 4 whole class English sessions and one whole class Guided Reading session (5 due to COVID)
 1 handwriting or SPAG session (alternating each week) (daily due to COVID)
 1 spelling rule session per week (currently working on phonics due to COVID)
 4 whole class maths sessions (5 due to COVID)
 4 whole class any other subject inputs e.g. art/science/history/geography/DT/music and 2x PE (SCL fortnightly)
 Pre brief, mid week review and de-brief about the task time activities for the week
 4 Task time sessions (whole class in Y2 due to COVID)
 1 session of task time, polish and shine fortnightly
Reception Weekly Ingredients
 4 phonics sessions
 1 handwriting session
 4 maths learning sessions
 4 CLL learning sessions
 2 other subjects learning sessions e.g. UTW, EAD etc.
 Pre brief, mid week review and de brief about the task time activities for the week as well as on going
throughout the week
 15 Discovery times throughout the week
Nursery Daily Ingredients (Big Stars)
 Key group & snack time
 Carpet learning
 Group activity time
 1 music session
 Discovery time

School environment:
 At WFIS & Nursery an environment exists which enables the children to feel safe, secure, stimulated,
motivated and happy.
 The children are respected and respectful and have a sense of ownership about their learning community.
 School and British values are displayed in the hall and are linked to everyday learning. They are reinforced in
the classroom, modelled by adults, and shared during time to shine assemblies.
 The children use good manners when they address each other and adults.
 The children have access to a variety of teaching approaches, experiences and challenges which enthuse,
engage and motivate them to be life-long learners.
 Through high quality teaching and learning, the children are equipped with the necessary skills required to
become independent learners.
 The classroom structure and behaviour expectation is made explicit and routines and expectations are made
clear.
 There is consistency in behaviour and discipline through the use of whole school systems such as the
behaviour rainbow and behaviour records recorded in CPOMS logs.
 Children move sensibly and quietly around the school embedding our ‘walking not talking’ policy.
 The children value themselves and others embracing all, i.e., races, cultures, colours, genders, religions or
abilities.
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Staff are reflective, which enables them to consider their own teaching pedagogy, identifying strengths and
weaknesses through observations and coaching, training and staff development, to drive school
improvement.

Classroom environments:


The classrooms are designed to reflect the topic and create the ‘wow factor’ to encourage curiosity and
excitement about the learning to come.



Classrooms are well organised and resourced. Zones will be set up during task time to include:
(some will be outside!)
 Art and design
 Reading area
 Writing area
 Role play
 Maths
 Construction/small world
 ICT
In Year Two, this will be dependent on the activities taught that week.
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Learning Patches:
 Reception classes will use Learning Patches and these can be themed alongside the main topic.
 KS1 classes will have ‘Working Wall’ materials on display and key vocabulary walls. They will be used to support
the children in their learning and added to accordingly.
Mounting work:
 Each KS1 class will have a ‘Mounting Station’ set up in class. Children will be trained at the start of each year
around the high expectations for preparing and mounting their work in Learning Journals (this will be introduced
in the summer Term for Reception classes). (currently not using due to COVID 19 in Y2)
 Each year or as required there will be an assembly to share good examples of how to mount your work and
display it in your learning journal.



Parent helpers will be welcomed to help the children mount their learning. (focusing on Reading COVID
due to COVID19)

Task time:


Class teachers will be responsible for setting up a system in their classrooms to ensure that children complete
‘must do’ tasks and for organising ‘finished work’, passed and not passed baskets.
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Task Time Principles:



Classroom organisation:
All classrooms will have enough chairs, one for each child, but not a set place for each child. (Set place due to
COVID 19) All children will be able to sit at a table when this is required. Children are expected to move around
the classroom and work in different places throughout the day. Flexible working groups will take place.
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Classroom ethos:
 Our School Values and British values are at the heart of everything we do.
 Every child will feel valued and cared for in our school.
 We will all focus our praise on positive behaviour and choices, giving dojos, tokens, super star stickers and head
teachers awards to acknowledge this.
 All staff will model the polite, kind behaviour they expect to see from the children.
 Staff and children will demonstrate a growth mind-set attitude to learning. ‘we can’t do it yet!’ ‘making mistakes
is all part of the learning process’
 Children will be spoken to with respect and calmness.
 The behaviour windscreen will be used in each classroom and children will all start the am and pm on ‘I’m ready
to learn’

Grouping of children:
 Fluid groups will be used in English and Maths to ensure individual needs are met on a daily basis.
 For whole class teaching and ‘Discovery Time’ children will work in mixed ability.
 Children will have the opportunity to work with all the children in their class every week, not just those of the
same ability or gender.
 Children will not feel labelled in a set group but rather know they work with different children for
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different things.
Teachers in KS1 will aim to work with each child in a group 4 times a week as follows:
- 1 group for writing
- 1 group for reading (Guided Reading)
(Teachers working with all, due to COVID 19)
- 1 group for maths
- 1 group foundation subject
Staff in Reception will aim to work with each child in a group 4 times a week as follows:
- 1 group for writing
- Hear all 30 children read individually
- 1 group for maths
- Facilitate discovery activities

Learning Journals:
 Each term every child will have an A3 project book (scrap book style)
 All the outcomes planned in the learning journey will be captured in the project book in sequence.
 Context stickers will be used so the reader understands what learning has taken place. They will identify the
subject and if the activity was a teach or recall activity.
 The child will record their learning in different ways and all the styles will be part of the project book e.g. photos,
paintings, art work, diagrams, information grids, DT models if they fit, QR codes etc.
Key Stage One
 The whole range of subjects in the curriculum will be evidenced in the learning journal.
 Some pieces of work will be drafted, edited by child and teacher and then published as a top copy. The process
and the final copy can be included in the project book.
Reception
 An ‘All about me’ sheet will be in the front of the learning journey
 Stickers with the child’s face on are used for quotes they have made.
 SLT pictures on stickers are used to make comments e.g. for when journeys are reviewed, or when children go
for superstars
 Stickers are used to record observations, focussing on an area of learning and characteristics of effective learning
(15 Stickers for T/A, 15 stickers for T with teachers face)

Examples of our Learning Journals can be found here:
Year 2: https://online.fliphtml5.com/sqlqf/nnmd/
Reception: https://online.fliphtml5.com/sqlqf/rwrq/
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Presentation:
 Staff will ensure that presentation of work is actively taught and will be a main focus at the start of each
academic year during establishing weeks. It will then be referred to periodically throughout the year.
 All drawings and diagrams will be in pencil.
 Coloured pens will only be used for specific reasons by children, e.g. blue handwriting pen for self-correcting &
next steps.
 Pencil crayons are used for colouring .
 One single line is used to cross out mistakes, using a ruler.
 Presentation will be monitored by all staff on a regular basis through during book looks.
 All learning will be dated.
 All learning will be written in a sharp pencil. Children will be taught how to sharpen pencils during establishing
weeks and reminded to ensure pencils are sharp.
 Children will be expected and taught how to use a ruler to draw lines, including underlining, diagrams, labelling
and crossing out.
 Learning objectives and success criteria stickers will be stuck straight in the top left hand corner of the page in
writing and maths books.
 Children will be taught to use 1 digit per square when writing in maths books.
 Handwriting will be taught on a regular basis (at least weekly although it is now daily due to COVID) and correct
letter formation will be reinforced through all other areas of the curriculum (Handwriting books will be used for
this).
 Adult feedback will be written in neat and cursive handwriting (Printed in Reception).
Other books:

As most work will be presented in the learning journal, the number of exercise books has reduced.
Each year phases will have the following for each child:
Nursery:
 The learning journey will be displayed on display boards in the classroom
 Learning journeys for children’s art work observations will either be written on the artwork or written on
Tapestry
 Tapestry (electronic records)
Reception:
 Learning Journey displayed on a board in the classroom
 One A3 learning journal per term
 Handwriting book


Year One and Two:
 One A3 learning journal per term
 Blank A4 handwriting practice book moving to one line per page for placement then page of
large lines as the child’s hand control strengthens
 A4 maths book
 A4 English drafting book
 Spelling Book
 Reading diary
 Spelling practice folder Home handwriting folder
 Phonics book (Y1 and Y2)
 Book of Brilliance for Home Learning
 Power Maths book
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Marking and Feedback:
 The next step marking approach will be used to mark English and Maths (see marking policy).
 VF will be written if children have had verbal feedback
 At the end of the term the child and teacher will complete the termly summary sheet below before the book is
shared at home. Adults at home are invited to respond to their child’s work.
 During parents’ evening children and parents will continue to complete ‘proud work’ stickers (not parents due to
COVID 19)
 Star stickers will be used to celebrate success linked to the learning objective or characteristic of learning.
(Teachers always in pink and AT always in purple)

(See Marking Policy for more detail)

Assessment:
 Assessment at WFIS & Nursery informs teaching so that there is provision for support, repetition and
extension of learning for each child, at each level of attainment.
 Children use frequent verbal feedback from teachers, assistant teachers and their peers on ways to improve
their learning. They are also given the opportunity to self-assess.
 High expectations are clear for all children, through the use of learning objectives and success criteria,
children learning is then assessed against these.
(See Assessment Policy for more detail)

SEND:
 In order to ensure Wallace Fields Infant School and Nursery is fully inclusive, children will (in the main) work
towards the same learning objective and teachers will differentiate using various procedures. These include
the use of word banks, cloze procedure, different learning tools including number lines, practical resources,
differentiated levels of questioning and scaffolding. The level of adult support given will support children in
achieving their learning objectives.
(See SEND Policy for more details)

Home Learning
Year One and Two
Book of brilliance (6 topic related tasks per half term)
Phonics books
Reading (reading eggs and bug club)
Spellings/handwriting
Nursery
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Include a suggested activity on their welcome board
Big Stars take library books home each day
Reception
Handwriting books
Power maths books (higher ability children)
Sound sheets
Reading eggs and bug club
Parents/ Careers:
 There are strong links between home and school and the importance of parental involvement in their child’s
learning is recognised, valued and developed.
 Half termly ‘Book of Brilliance’ is designed to encourage the children to work collaboratively with their
children on activities related to their topic. (Y1/Y2)
 We have a wonderful PTA who work extremely hard to fundraise in order to provide curriculum
enhancement for our pupils, e.g through experiences, resources, etc.
 We have an open door policy.
 Parents are encouraged to help out in classrooms, on school trips and also come into school to share any
expertise they may have, linked to school topics/events.
 Social media such as Tweets/Facebook is used to communicate with parents and also share the highlights of
learning experiences of children in school.
 Parents are invited into school regularly throughout the year, e.g assemblies, school lunch, Grandparent’s
day, open morning, curriculum talks, parents evening, however we are mindful of working parents. (limited
due to COVID)
Impact
 Children make strong progress from their starting points so that almost all children leave at levels in line with
national expectations and a considerable number exceed them.
 We offer a rich and varied curriculum designed to nurture the diverse talents of our children.
 Secure systems support children and families so that high quality teaching is effective in achieving excellent
outcomes for children.
The Role of governors:
Our governors determine, support, monitor and review the school policies on teaching and learning, which is now
contained in this ‘Curriculum Policy’. In particular they:
 Support the use of appropriate teaching strategies by allocating resources effectively
 Ensure that the school buildings and premises are best used to support successful teaching and learning
 Monitor teaching strategies in the light of health and safety regulations
 Monitor how effective teaching and learning strategies are in terms of raising pupil attainment
 Ensure that staff development and performance management policies promote good quality teaching
 Monitor the effectiveness of the school’s teaching and learning policies through the school self-review
processes. These include reports from subject leaders (impact and action statements) and the head
teacher’s report to governors.
Link Governors have been set up to help the subject leader get the support they need to raise standards and get
the insights they need to help the board hold the subject leader and other staff to account and drive
improvement. They will help the other governors understand what teaching and learning looks like in practice
for their subject area.
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Strategies for Teaching and Learning:
Teachers use a range of strategies to ensure high quality teaching and learning takes place within the classroom.
Children are never given the option to opt out of learning.
These include:
 Sharing learning objective and success criteria
 Talk partners (time bonded and specific. e.g tell your partner 5 things.. you have 1 minute to…)
 Think, pair, share
 Modelling
 Shared writing
 Shared reading
 Guided writing
 Guided reading
 Mini plenaries
 No hands up
Curriculum Leadership at Wallace Fields Infant School
What is the role of the Subject Leader at WFIS?
The Core Purpose of the subject leader’s role is… ‘To provide professional leadership and management for a subject
to secure high-quality teaching, effective use of resources and improved standards of learning and achievement for
all pupils.’
The four key areas of subject leadership are:
 Strategic direction and development of the subject
 Teaching and learning
 Leading and managing staff
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Efficient and effective deployment of staff and resources

The core purpose of a Subject Leader:
 Provide professional leadership and management for a subject to secure high quality teaching, effective use
of resources and improved standards of learning and achievement for all pupils.
 A subject leader provides leadership and direction for the subject and ensures that it is managed and
organised to meet the aims and objectives of the school and the subject.
 While the Head Teacher and governors carry overall responsibility for school improvement, a subject leader
has responsibility for securing high standards of teaching and learning in their subject as well as playing a
major role in the development of school policy and practice.
 Throughout their work, a subject leader ensures that practices improve the quality of education provided,
meet the needs and aspirations of all pupils, and raise standards of achievement in the school.
 A subject leader plays a key role in supporting, guiding and motivating teachers of the subject, and other
adults.
 Subject leaders evaluate the effectiveness of teaching and learning, the subject curriculum and progress
towards targets for pupils and staff, to inform future priorities and targets for the subject.
A subject leader identifies needs in their own subject and considers these
in relation to the overall needs of the school. It is important that a subject
leader has an understanding of how their subject contributes to school
priorities and to the overall education and achievement of all pupils.
Therefore they will write and implement ‘Subject Leader Action Plans’
linked to the School Development Plan. Subject Leaders will periodically
evaluate their subject through ‘Action and Impact Statements’, which will
be used to report to Governors and inform on going actions and plans.


The degree to which a subject leader is involved in monitoring to provide the range of information for
evaluation will depend on school policy and be influenced by the size of the school (FADEs will be carried out
regularly).

National standards for subject leaders: In 1998, the Teacher Training Agency (TTA), whose remit is now covered by
the National College for Teaching and Leadership, developed a set of non-statutory national standards for subject
leaders (A DfE representative confirmed that the standards have not been updated since 1998). Please follow the
link for a copy of ‘National Standards for Subject Leaders’ subject_leader_standards.pdf
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Appendix One:
Long Term Topic Overview

Autumn

Spring

Summer

Cycle One

Cycle One

Cycle One

Yum Yum

Ice Worlds

Wild and Wonderful

Cycle Two

Cycle Two

Cycle Two

Turrets and Tiaras

Tyres, Tarmac and Take off

tbc (School closure)

Cycle Three

Cycle Three

Cycle Three

Into the Woods

The Sea

Japan/Olympics
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Appendix Two:

KS1 Medium Term Plan Format (Into the Woods example)

Curriculum Overview: KS1 - Into The Woods - Autumn 1

Stunning Start: Children come into the classroom to find a trail of breadcrumbs/pebbles leading to the woods (by reception classrooms) with various Fairy tale book/book characters sat on a stump! Talk to
children about any traditional tales they already know. Then read Hansel and Gretel under the trees!
Marvellous Middle (around week 7):
Weeks 1+2
Week 3
Week 4
Weeks 5+6
Week 7
Book: Hansel and Gretel (Traditional)
Book: The Three Little Wolves and the
Book: Prince Cinders
Book: The Three Little Wolves and the
Book: Revolting Rhymes – Roald Dahl
Big Bad Pig
Prince Cinders write the children a
Big Bad Pig AND Prince Cinders.
letter explaining that now we know
Children to create their own Twisted
the real story about the wolves. ‘It’s
Tale this week
not all fairy tales are what they seem!
It’s time for you to learn about me,
Prince Cinders! It’s not all about
Cinderella!’
Maths: Power Maths
Y1: Numbers to 10
Y2: Numbers to 100
Literacy: Acting out the story

Maths: Power Maths
Y1: Numbers to 10/Part Whole within
10
Y2: Addition and subtraction
Literacy:
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Maths: Power Maths
Y1: Part Whole within 10/Addition and
subtraction within 10
Y2: Addition and subtraction
Literacy:

Maths: Power Maths
Y1: Addition and subtraction within 10
Y2: Addition and subtraction

Maths: Power Maths
Y1: Addition and subtraction within 10
Y2: Addition and subtraction/Money

Literacy:

Literacy:

PURPOSE: To entertain
AUDIENCE: Reception/Nursery children
Science:
Y1: Identify and name a variety of
common animals, including fish,
amphibians, reptiles, birds and
mammals. Working Scientifically - Ask
simple questions and recognize when
that they can be answered in different
ways.Task time Input: Give chn an
opportunity to share their prior
knowledge of animals. Which birds can
you name? Do you know any reptiles?
Opportunity for chn to ask questions.
What do you know about these
animals? How could you sort them?
Model task time activity. VOCAB: Fish,
amphibians, reptiles, birds and
mammals.

Science:
Y1: Identify and name a variety of
common animals, including fish,
amphibians, reptiles, birds and
mammals. Working Scientifically:
Identify and Classify (Investigation)
Task time Input: Introduce each animal
group – fish, amphibians, reptiles, birds
and mammals. We can group them
according to their features. Discuss the
features of each group. Children to
offer ideas. Can you sort these animals
into their groups? Model task time
activity. VOCAB: Fish, amphibians,
reptiles, birds and mammals, habitat.

Y2: Notice that animals, including
humans, have offspring which grow
into adults. Task time Input: Discuss
what the word ‘offspring’ means. Can
you name any adults and their
offspring? Explain that humans have
babies, which are their offspring. This
is the same for adults but their
offspring have different names, e.g.
lamb/sheep. Model task time activity.
VOCAB: offspring, adults, egg, chick,
chicken; egg, caterpillar, pupa,
butterfly; spawn, tadpole, frog; lamb,
sheep, baby, toddler, child, teenager.
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Science:
Y1: Identify and name a variety of
common animals that are carnivores,
herbivores and omnivores. Task Time
Input: Explain that we can also group
animals according to what they eat;
herbivore- eats plants, carnivore –
eats meat, omnivore – eats plants
and meat. Look at animals that fit in
each group. Discuss how we can find
out whether they are an omnivore,
carnivore or herbivore. Play What
am I? game. Chn to have post it note
of animal on forehead. Chn to give
clues of what it could be, e.g. it is a
mammal, .it eats leaves. Model task
time activity. VOCAB: Carnivore,
herbivore, omnivore.
Y2: Find out about and describe the
basic needs of animals, including
humans, for survival (water, food and
air) Whole class lesson: Discuss the
meaning of ‘basic needs’. If Prince
Cinders was stranded in the middle of
the woods and didn’t have any
supplies, what would his needs be?
Are these the same needs of an
animal? What is the same/different
about our needs and animal’s needs?
T to draw a table: Human needs vs
Animal needs. Class to fill in together
then children to complete their own
human vs animal needs – evidence in
learning journals. VOCAB: basic
needs, survival, water, food, air.

Science:
Y1: Identify, name, draw and label
the basic parts of the human body
and say which part of the body is
associated with each sense. Whole
class discussion (20 mins): Children to
work in groups to draw round one
child on large sugar paper. Children
to work as group to label the body,
e.g. ear, mouth, nose, etc. Discussion
of 5 senses. Chn to go back to
diagram in another colour and add in
which part of the body we use for
each sense. T to take photo and make
context sticker for evidence.

Y2: Describe the importance for
humans of exercise, eating the right
amounts of different types of food,
and hygiene. Whole class discussion
(20 mins): Watch BBC Bitesize – what
do humans need to stay healthy?
How can we stay healthy? What are
the 3 most important things? Healthy
balanced diet, exercise, hygiene.
Discuss ‘hygiene’. What does this
mean? How can we stop germs from
spreading? T to take photo and make
context sticker for evidence.VOCAB:
hygiene, exercise, nutrition.

Science:
Y1: Describe and compare the structure
of a variety of common animals (fish,
amphibians, reptiles, birds and
mammals, including pets) Whole class
lesson: Recap on the human body parts.
Do animals have the same body parts as
humans? T to model labelling a fish with
its structure. T to model labelling the
parts of a fish, comparing to a human,
e.g. we have hands and feet but we use
different words to describe animals.
Activity: Children to choose a pet to
label, e.g. label a dog with its structure –
evidence in learning journals. Challenge:
Explain why animals have certain
adaptations, e.g. why do pets have fur?
VOCAB: head, neck, arms, elbows, legs,
knees, face, ears, eyes, hair, mouth, teeth
Y2: Describe the importance for humans
of exercise, eating the right amounts of
different types of food, and hygiene
Task time input: Recap on three most
important ways of staying healthy:
balanced diet, exercise and hygiene. Why
is exercise important? What is a balanced
diet? Model task time activity.
VOCAB: hygiene, exercise, nutrition.

Geography:
Year 2: The child can confidently
describe the physical and human
geography of a distant place. – Task
Time input. Link to Hansel and Gretel
being set in a deep African forest, learn
about an African village (physical and
human features). cross-curricular link
to art - draw their own African village
and label the different features. Use
aerial photographs! VOCAB: physical
features, human features, aerial view.
Year 1: The child can make
observations about and describe the
local area and its physical and human
geography e.g. a slide for human
geography and flowers for physical
geography. Whole class lesson. Discuss
that Hansel and Gretel is set in another
country, ask chn to imagine that they
went on a journey through our school
to find a cottage in our woodland area,
use their senses to imagine the
journey. Go on the journey from the
playground to the woodland area, chn
to record the human and physical
features they would see on their
journey. VOCAB: physical features,
human features Evidence: Children’s
work, photo and LO sticker.

History: Not this half term

Geography:
Year 2: The child can confidently
describe their locality and how it is
different and similar to the distant
place, and suggest why this may be so.
Task Time input. Link to last week’s
learning about an African village, which
features are similar, which features are
different. Why? Create a comparative
table. VOCAB: physical features, human
features, similarities, differences,
compare
Year 1: The child can describe the key
features of a place using words like:
house, farm, shop, church, town,
village. The child can use directional
language (near, far, left and right) to
describe the location of features.
Whole class lesson. Link to last weeks
learning of physical and human
properties. Expand to local area
(Epsom). Use aerial photographs! Chn
to create simple maps of Epsom and
label the different places (house, farm,
shop, church, town, village). Chn to
then discuss their maps using direction
language – create speech bubbles to go
with map.VOCAB: house, farm, shop,
church, town, features, directions,
near, far, left, right. Evidence:
Children’s work, speech bubble with
directional language included and LO
sticker.
History: Not this half term
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Geography:

Geography:
Year 2: The child can describe the key
features of a place using words like:
factory, office, port and harbour. The
child can use simple compass directions
(North, South, East and West) to
describe the location of features. The
child can identify different human
environments, such as the local area
and contrasting settlements such as a
village and a city. The child can describe
their features and some activities that
occur there using a range of key
vocabulary. – Whole class lesson.
Create maps for the Three Little Wolves
to escape the pig. Group children to
create maps together – one group for if
three little pigs was set in a city, one
group set in a village, one group set in
Epsom, one group elsewhere…compare
each map, why do they have certain
features? What’s the same/different?
VOCAB: key features, compass
directions. Evidence: Photo and
context/LO sticker.

History: Not this half term

History: Not this half term

History: Not this half term

RE:

RE:
Y1: Explain how books can be special
and talk about their own special
books/what they have learnt from
books. Whole Class Lesson – Circle
time. Children to bring in a special
book from home. T to take pictures and
create context sticker.
Vocab: Special, book, important,
learning
Y2 : Recall images that illustrate what
God is like. Explain how the examples
studied show Christians that God loves
them. Whole Class Circle Time: Look at
a few images of God and discuss the
similarities and differences in the
images. Reference some quotes from
the Bible that talk about God. This circle
time will help the learning later on this
half term. T to take picture and create
context sticker.
Vocab: God, image, similarities,
differences, compare Bible

Computing: Purple Mash
Y1: Online Safety - Recognise common
uses of information technology beyond
school
Use technology safely and respectfully,
keeping personal information private;
identify where to go for help and
support when they have concerns
about content or contact or other
online technologies.
Whole class lesson: See PM planning
Key vocab: login, username, avatar, my
work, save, private, password, search,

Computing: Purple Mash
Y1: Online Safety - Recognise common
uses of information technology beyond
school
Use technology safely and respectfully,
keeping personal information private;
identify where to go for help and
support when they have concerns
about content or contact or other
online technologies.
Whole class lesson: See PM planning
Key vocab: topic, search, icon, tools,
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RE:
Y1: Retell stories from the Bible to
others and identify what ‘part’ God
plays in the story. Suggest some things
that Christians might learn from the
Bible. Sensitively connect their own
emotions to the experiences of those in
the accounts studied. Task Time Input:
Read a short Bible story where God is
present. Discuss what lessons you can
learn from the story and how they
would feel if they were one of the
characters in the story. T to model
writing a speech bubble for a character.
Vocab: Bible, Jesus, God, Story,
emotions

RE:
Y2 Suggest which images of God might
be most important to Christians and
why. Task Time Input: Discussions/circle
time, exploring a wider variety of
images of God. Children to be free to
share their ideas of what they think
God looks like, using their knowledge to
explain their reasons why. Model Task
time activity of drawing God yourself
and writing your reasons why.
Vocab: Christians, image, God,
importance

RE:
Y1: Retell a parable told by Jesus. Whole
Class Lesson: role play lesson – The Good
Samaritan. T to take pictures and create QR
code and context sticker.
Vocab: Jesus, parable, role play, characters

Computing: Purple Mash

Computing: Purple Mash

Computing: Purple Mash

Y1: Online Safety - Recognise common
uses of information technology beyond
school
Use technology safely and respectfully,
keeping personal information private;
identify where to go for help and
support when they have concerns
about content or contact or other
online technologies.

Y1: Grouping & Sorting - Use
technology purposefully to create,
organise, store, manipulate and
retrieve digital content.
Whole class lesson: See PM planning
Key vocab: sort, criteria, group
Evidence: Context sticker
Y2: Coding – Understand what
algorithms are; how they are
implemented as programs on digital
devices; and that programs execute by

Y1: Pictograms - Use technology
purposefully to create, organise, store,
manipulate and retrieve digital content.
Whole class lesson: See PM planning
Key vocab: data, represent, pictogram
Evidence: Context sticker

Whole class lesson: See PM planning
Key vocab: log out, save, print, open,

Y2: Online Safety – Use technology safely
and respectfully, keeping personal
information private; identify where to go
for help and support when they have
concerns about content or contact or other

notification
Evidence: Context sticker
Y2: Coding – Understand what
algorithms are; how they are
implemented as programs on digital
devices; and that programs execute by
following precise and unambiguous
instructions
Create and debug simple programs
Use logical reasoning to predict the
behaviour of simple programs.
Whole class lesson: See PM planning
Key vocab: algorithm, instructions,
character, properties, object, repeat,
timer, command, affect, program,
when click, when key
Evidence: Context sticker
Art/DT:
Y1: Ensure they know the names of all
colours. Begin to introduce mixing of
colours to make new colours
Task time input: Recap on colour
names of primary colours, introduce
how to mix colours to make secondary
colours – explicitly teach how to use
the paint pallets to mix as some
children mix on the paper.
VOCAB: Primary colour, colour mixing,
blue, yellow, red, secondary, purple,
orange, green

text
Evidence: Context sticker
Y2: Coding – Understand what
algorithms are; how they are
implemented as programs on digital
devices; and that programs execute by
following precise and unambiguous
instructions
Create and debug simple programs
Use logical reasoning to predict the
behaviour of simple programs.
Whole class lesson: See PM planning
Key vocab: debug, debugging, save,
design mode
Evidence: Context sticker

new, menu
Evidence: Context sticker

Art/DT:
Y1: Find collections of colours- different
sorts of green, blue, purple etc. Use
language to evaluate – light/dark. Task
time input: Sorting colours and input
on the language used to evaluate.
VOCAB: Bright, strong, soft, cool,
warm, shade, light, dark

Art/DT:
Y2: Mix colour to match those of the
natural world- colours that might have
a less defined name. Darken colours
without using black. Task time input:
Recap mixing colours – how can we
darken a colour without using black?
VOCAB: dark, light

Y2: Make as many tones of one colour
as possible using primary colours and
white. Task time input: What are the
primary colours? What do I mean by
tones? How can you create different
tones using white? Teach chn to mix in
a pallet rather than on the paper.
VOCAB: Primary colour, blue, yellow,
red, tone
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Y2: Coding – Understand what
algorithms are; how they are
implemented as programs on digital
devices; and that programs execute by
following precise and unambiguous
instructions
Create and debug simple programs
Use logical reasoning to predict the
behaviour of simple programs.
Whole class lesson: See PM planning
Key vocab: predict, limitation
Evidence: Context sticker

following precise and unambiguous
instructions
Create and debug simple programs
Use logical reasoning to predict the
behaviour of simple programs.
Y2: Online Safety – Use technology
safely and respectfully, keeping
personal information private; identify
where to go for help and support when
they have concerns about content or
contact or other online technologies.
Recognise common uses of information
technology beyond school.
Whole class lesson: See PM planning
Key vocab: search, refine, filter, display
board, share, approve
Evidence: Context sticker
Art/DT:
Y1: Continue to explore applying
colour with a range of tools for
enjoyment. Task time input: What tools
could we use to apply colour? How can
we use these differently?
VOCAB: tool, apply, technique

online technologies.
Recognise common uses of information
technology beyond school.
Whole class lesson: See PM planning
Key vocab: email, respond, attachment
Evidence: Context sticker

Art/DT:
Y2: Experience using colour on a large scale
– A2 playground. Begin to describe colours
by objects – ‘raspberry pink, sunshine
yellow’. Whole class Lesson: Children to
design a house for the Big Bad Pig to live in
now that they know he likes flowers. Can
they paint it using A2 paper on the
playground? Focus questioning – can they
describe the colours by objects?
VOCAB: object, colour, shades

PSHE:
ks1: Pants Rule – Whole Class Circle
Time – T to take picture and create
context.
Y1 Vocab: rules, feelings, secret,
surprise, right and wrong, safe, penis,
vagina
Y2 Vocab: rules, feelings, secret,
surprise, right and wrong, safe,
boundaries , penis, vagina, privacy.

PSHE:
KS1: To learn the differences between
secrets and surprises and the
importance of not keeping adults’
secrets, only surprises. Whole Class
Lesson: Children to come into the
classroom to find a present! Open it as
a whole class and talk about how
surprises like this are nice surprises.
Discuss secrets/ someone asking you to
keep a secret. Ensure you talk about
when secrets are not appropriate. T to
take picture and create context sticker.
Y1 Vocab: feelings, secret, surprise,
right and wrong, safe
Y2 Vocab: feelings, secret, surprise,
right and wrong, safe, boundaries,
privacy.

PSHE:

PSHE:
KS1: To be able to recognise and
celebrate their strengths and set simple
but challenging goals. Whole class
lesson: children to create a sheet about
them. Ensure children have
opportunity to write about what they
are good at and set goals for
themselves. Y1 – captions and words
with 1 goal. Y2- sentences with 2 goals
and challenges.
Y1 Vocab: feelings, wellbeing, goals
Y2 Vocab: feelings, wellbeing, goals,
constructive

PSHE:
KS1: To be able to judge what kind of
physical contact is
acceptable/unacceptable, and how to
respond. To know that people’s bodies and
feelings can be hurt. Whole Class Lesson:
Show children different scenarios and
discuss what is right and wrong e.g. hugs
are okay if someone would like one,
punching is not okay. Children to create 2
lists of acceptable and unacceptable
physical contact. Y1 – captions and words
Y2- sentences and bring in their own
experiences
Y1 Vocab: fair/unfair, right/wrong, feelings,
hurt, bullying
Y2 Vocab: fair/unfair, right/wrong, feelings,
hurt, bullying, physical contact,

PE:
See PE Hub folder

PE:
See PE Hub folder

PE:
See PE Hub folder

PE:
See PE Hub folder

PE:
See PE Hub folder

Task Time:
Y1 Art RECALL: Ensure they know the
names of all colours. Begin to introduce
mixing of colours to make new colours
Children to mix colours to paint clothes
for Hansel and Gretel (focus on bright
colours of the African clothing in the
text).
Y2 Art RECALL: Make as many tones of
one colour as possible using primary
colours and white Children to make a
scene from the story using different
tones e.g. shades of yellow flowers,
sky, red fruits etc.
Y1 Science RECALL: Identify and name a
variety of common animals, including

Task Time:
Y1 Computing RECALL: Use technology
safely and respectfully Can you draw a
picture of a character from our story
and add your name to the picture?
Y2 Computing RECALL: Create and
debug simple programsCan you create
a scene from the 3 Little Wolves and
the Big Bad Pig using 2Code?
Y1 Art TEACH: Find collections of
colours- different sorts of green, blue,
purple etc. Use language to evaluate –
light/dark. Can you sort the shades into
colours and create a collage for a
character/scene from the story?

Task Time:
Y1 RE RECALL: Recall the names of
some people from the Bible or things
that happened to them. – speech
bubbles for characters for a familiar
Bible story that was looked at during
the Task Time Input.
Y1 Computing RECALL: Use technology
safely and respectfully Can you use the
search tool to find 2Create s Story and
retell the story the 3 little wolves and
the Big Bad Pig?
Y2 Art TEACH: Mix colour to match
those of the natural world- colours that
might have a less defined name.
Darken colours without using black.

Task Time:
Y2 RE RECALL - Suggest meanings for
some Biblical images of God. Sensitively
articulate their own beliefs/ideas
connected with images of God. Share
their ideas about God. Children to draw
what they think God looks like and why
they think he looks like this. Use their
prior knowledge to support this.
Y1 Computing RECALL: Recognise
common uses of information
technology beyond school Can you
choose a game to play on the games
section?
Y2 Computing RECALL: Understand
what algorithms are; how they are

Task Time:
Y1 RE RECALL: Recall that Jesus’ stories are
called parables. Understand that Jesus told
parables to teach people important truths.
Suggest what they think the meaning of a
parable is. Children to write about the
parable of the week – story plan.
Y2 RE RECALL: Suggest which images of
God might be most important to Christians
and why . Children to choose the image
they think may be the most important and
write why
Y1 Computing RECALL: Use technology
purposefully to create, organise, store,
manipulate and retrieve digital content.
Can you sort the fruit/vegetables into the
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fish, amphibians, reptiles, birds and
mammals. Children to draw the
animals from the story of Hansel and
Gretel on flashcards and sort them. Chn
to choose how to sort them, e.g. fur/no
fur, number of legs, etc.
Y2 Science RECALL: Notice that
animals, including humans, have
offspring which grow into adults.
Children to label adults with their
offspring. Children to write the key
features of each adult and their
offspring.
Y1 Geog: The child can make
observations about and describe the
local area and its physical and human
geography. Create a 3D map of their
journey with playdough. Evidence:
Photo and context sticker.
Y2 Geog: The child can confidently
describe the physical and human
geography of a distant place. Crosscurricular link to art - draw their own
African village and label the different
features. Use aerial photographs!
Evidence: Child’s work and context
sticker.

Y1 Science RECALL: Identify and name a
variety of common animals, including
fish, amphibians, reptiles, birds and
mammals. Children to create a top
trump card for an animal within each
group, e.g. fish, amphibian, etc.
Children to include key features about
each animal, e.g. if it is reptile, one
feature would be cold-blooded.
Y2 Geog: The child can confidently
describe their locality and how it is
different and similar to a distant place,
and suggest why this may be so.
Children to create a comparative table
for Epsom and the African village they
have been looking at. Extend this by
children writing sentences about
similarities and differences. Evidence:
Children’s work and context sticker.
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Children to go out into the wooded
area and collect natural objects. Can
they make colours that match these by
mixing colours?
Y1 Science RECALL: Identify and name
a variety of common animals that are
carnivores, herbivores and
omnivores. Children to create their
own flap book to share their
knowledge of omnivores, carnivores
and herbivores. Children to draw an
animal on the top of the flap and
then write a definition of what it is
under the flap.
Y1 Geog RECALL: The child can describe
the key features of a place. Create a
simple map of their house – include a
key.Evidence: Children’s work and
context sticker.
Y2 Geog RECALL: The child can
confidently describe their locality and
how it is different and similar to a
distant place. Comparative writing
about a place of choice and
England/Epsom/London.Evidence:
Children’s work and context sticker.

implemented as programs on digital
devices; and that programs execute by
following precise and unambiguous
instructions Can you use 2Code to tell
your twisted tale story?
Y1 Art RECALL: Continue to explore
applying colour with a range of tools
for enjoyment. Children to experiment
with using different tools for painting –
could they paint a house for the three
little wolves to live in?

correct groups? (T to set grouping activity
as 2do).
Y2 Computing RECALL: Use technology
safely and respectfully Can you draw a
picture of a character from one of the
Revolting Rhymes and share it to the
display board?
Y2 Geog RECALL: : The child can describe
the key features of a place using words like:
factory, office, port and harbour. Use
learning from last week when they created
maps in groups to create one individually.
Choose either a city, village or
Epsom.Evidence: Children’s work and
context sticker.
Y2 Science RECALL: Describe the
importance for humans of exercise,
eating the right amounts of different
types of food, and hygiene
Children to create an information leaflet to
teach Mr and Mrs Twit the importance of
exercise, healthy eating and hygiene.
Children to lay it out as they choose, e.g.
they could write instructions on how to
wash their hands.

EYFS Medium Term Planning Format (Into the Woods example)

CONTEXT TITLE: Into the Woods
Year: Early Years
Term: Autumn 2020

LEARNING CONTEXT

KEY QUESTIONS

LEARNING SKILLS

LEARNING OUTCOMES
CHALLENGE / ASSESSMENT

Stunning start: (21st September 2020): THE CRIME SCENE!! WHAT HAS HAPPENED IN OUR CLASSROOM? HELP!! Clues to include red cape, fur, paw
prints, cakes , basket spilled out or empty pot of honey, twigs, porridge oats on floor, brown fur fabric, 3 wooden spoons of different sizes ( possibly
in outside house)
Roleplay: Goldilocks and the 3 bears house roleplay!
Reception: Wednesday 2nd September (back to school) – Children to come to school with a picture of something that they did over the Summer that
they enjoyed e.g. a holiday, spending time with friends/family. Children to then have a ‘teddy bears picnic’ outside with our class teddy, fruit and milk
where children can share their special pictures and learn the new school rules!
Nursery: Wednesday 2nd September (back to Nursery) - Children to make their own all about me bags including a picture of their family, something of
their favourite colour and something they enjoy doing. Children to then have a ‘teddy bears picnic’ in their key person groups where they can share their
special bags with friends.
Class Bear - 2 bears (Nursery), 1 bear for each Reception Class. Each child to take the bear home for a weekend and return it on Monday. Starting
3rd Week so everyone has done their all about me bags.
Maths Planning – Power Maths MTP to be followed for Autumn Term.
Each week there will be a wheelbarrow with the book of the week in and a video from the previous characters in the story.
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WB: 7th/14th September 2020
Transitions – All About Me
Enrichment:
Walk around school/Nursery to meet some
of the teachers and find out their favourite
colour and or something they like to eat.
Teddy Bears Picnic to allow chn to share
their special bags/pictures.
Texts: A little bit brave
Billy and the new big school
Never take a bear to school
Little Owls first day
Maisy goes to nursery
Little owl’s first day
Going to nursery
Only one you
Betsy goes to school
Outdoor Enhancement: Add babies and
buggies to the home corner (PSED)

Nursery
CL: What is in your treasure bag? Why is it special to you?
When will it be your turn to talk about your treasure bag?
What will you tell your new friends? Who did we meet
around the school? What questions can we ask them? Can
you remember what their answer was? Can you remember
what key group you are in? Can you remember what your
special teacher is called? Can you remember the names of
the children in your group? How many people in your
family?
PSED: How is your treasure the same and different from
your friend? What do you like/dislike? What do your
friends like/ dislike? What makes you happy/sad? Can you
learn the names of your new friends? What makes them
happy? What is the name of your special group? What is
the name of your special teacher? What are your friends
names? What makes a kind friend?
L: Can you tell me about your picture? How did you draw
your picture ca you show me? Can you find the first letter
of your name to stamp in playdough? Can you find the
letters in your name to stamp in the paint?
EAD: What do you look like? Can you look carefully in a
mirror and paint/draw your face? What colours do you
need to mix your skin colour? What shapes do you need to
draw your face? Can you be the teacher? What do the
children need to do today? Are the children doing their
good sitting?
UTW: Who is in your family? Do you have any brothers or
sisters?
M: How many of us have blue eyes, red hair, etc.? Can you
sort the families into their houses? I wonder if any houses
have 5 people living there? I wonder if any houses have 2
cats?

Reception
CLL: How do you think Little Owl is feeling about his first
day? How did you feel on your first day at school? What
did Little Owl enjoy about school? What do you enjoy doing
at school?
PSED: Can you listen to your friends speaking about their
special picture? What did they do over the Summer
Holidays? Can you remember the name of the person
sitting next to you? Why is it important to take turns? Can
you share the bear? What does sharing mean?
UTW: What is special about your picture? What is special
about you?
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Nursery
Number (30-50) – Uses some number names accurately
in play.
Writing (30-50) - Sometimes gives meaning to marks
as they draw and paint.
PD (30-50) - Uses one-handed tools and equipment.
EAD (30-50) – Explores colours and how colours can be
changed.
EAD (30-50) - Notices what adults do, imitating what
is observed and then doing it spontaneously when the
adult is not there.
EAD (30-50) – Understands that they can use lines to
enclose a space and then begin to use these shapes to
represent objects.
CL (30-50): Listens to others one to one or in small
groups, when conversation interests them
UTW (30-50): Shows interest in the lives of people
who are familiar to them
UTW (30-50): Remembers and talks about significant
events in their own experiences.

Reception
EAD (40-60) – Experiments to create different
textures.
EAD (40-60) – Explores what happens when they mix
colours.
L (40-60) – Attempts to write own name.
P&C (40-60) – Enjoys joining in with routines
PD (40-60) - Handles tools, objects, construction and
malleable materials safely and with increasing control.
PD (40-60) - Shows a preference for a dominant hand.
PD (40-60) - Begins to use anticlockwise movement and
retrace vertical lines.
Literacy (40-60) - Enjoys an increasing range of books.
Understanding (40-60) - Listens and responds to ideas
expressed by others in conversation or discussion.
MFB (40-60) - Aware of the boundaries set, and of
behavioural expectations in the setting.
MR (40-60) – Initiates conversations.

Nursery Outcomes Week 1
Pictures of children finding each adult – add to
Tapestry
Number: Family counters and putting counters
in houses e.g.1 daddy , 1 mummy and 1 child
Mark making: Paint and letter stampers
Fine Motor: Letter stampers to spell out name
in playdough.
Creative: Self-portraits – focusing on big
shapes and using prime colours.
Small World: Dolls house/ happy land schools
Role Play: School role play
Groups: Learning key group name
Circle time games to get to know new friends
and what group they are in (“This is ……)
Friend bingo
Oil pastel self-portraits – to be done in stages
first the face then…
Being a kind friend
Talking about families
Key group time: Children to talk about what is in
their special treasure bag
Nursery Outcomes Week 2
Mark-making - letter stamping name
stamping in playdough
Creative – pictures of family for children to
look at and draw on A3 paper focusing on
large circles for head, eyes etc.
Number: Sorting family counters

Reception Outcomes Week 1
Special people in our school sheet (treasure
hunt to find them all!)
Children’s special picture and quote about what
they did in the Summer Holidays (Observation
focus) – CLL/UTW (being special)
Picture from Teddy Bears picnic (each child
sharing their special picture brought in – QR
code).
Fine motor: Tweezers and different lines for
chn to put buttons onto.

UTW: Matching faces and names of ‘important
people’ around the school.
Name Writing in glitter.
Self-portraits focusing on mixing colours to
create skin tones etc (light and dark)

PSED: What rules do we need to follow around the school?
Who are the important people around our school? How do
they help us?
EAD: How will you make a light/dark skin colour? Which
colours will you mix? What happens when you mix 2
colours?
EAD: How will you create your hair? What feels different
about each of these materials? Which would be the best
material for hair? Why?
L: What letters are in your name? Which letter comes
first? Where will you write it?
PD: How will you create a straight line? A circle line? A
wavy line?
PSED: How do we care for babies? How do we make them
happy? What do babies like doing? What do you like doing
now you’re more grown up? What is different about you and
a baby?

21st September 2020 – The
Crime Scene.
Depending on who the children think
committed the crime, go with that story
first! (Either Little Red Riding hood or
Goldilocks and the 3 Bears). Then do the
other story!
Wheelbarrow with book of week in!

Little Red Riding Hood
1 Week – WB: 21/9/20
Texts: Little Red Riding Hood by Mara
Alperin
At the end of the Week a video message
(My talking pet) is left by Goldilocks/The
wolf saying sorry for being unkind!

Nursery
UTW: What do you call your grandparents?
EAD: Can you make a flower for grandma or
another family member? I wonder if you can make a
clear print using the fork to make a flower? Can you
make a card for grandma? Can you role play the
story? I wonder what action we could use for the
wolf?
M: Can you roll the dice and count the number of
cakes into the basket for grandma? Can you use
your careful counting when counting the spots on
the dice and the cakes into the basket? I wonder if
you can use the bricks to make a basket?
L: Can you retell the story using the puppets? Can
you remember some of the key phrases? What
should we start our story with? Can you put the
story in the correct order? What should we finish
our story with? Can you write your name? What are
you drawing on your card from grandma? What
happens next in the story?
PD: Can you weave a basket for little red riding
hood to take some food and flowers to grandma?
Can you cut out some food to feed the grandma
wolf?
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Reception Outcomes Week 2
Writing: Name Writing in shaving foam
Creative: Paper plate self-portrait or of
member of family using collage materials
Fine motor: Sand to practice forming different
lines/name
UTW: Friend naming – chn’s faces out for chn to
name.
School rules chart for chn to sign

Nursery
PD (30-50) - Uses one-handed tools and
equipment.
EAD (30-50) - Explores colour and how colours
can be changed.
L (30-50): Joins in with repeated refrains and
anticipates key events and phrases in rhymes
and stories
L(30-50): Listens to stories with increasing
attention and recall
L(30-50): Sometimes gives meaning to marks as
they draw and paint
EAD (30-50): Beginning to construct, stacking
blocks vertically and horizontally, making
enclosures and creating spaces
SSM (30-50): Shows an interest in shape and
space by playing with shapes or making
arrangements with objects
EAD (30-50): Developing preferences for
different forms of expression
M (30-50): Uses some number names accurately
in play
M(30-50): Sometimes matches numeral and
quantity correctly

Nursery Outcomes
Number: Counting cakes game
Mark making: making a card for grandma (a
family member)
Fine Motor: weaving a basket – laminated
basket, slits cut into it children thread ribbon/
Creative: Making flowers for Grandma – fork
flowers
Construction: make a basket
Small World: Retelling the story
Role Play: Deconstructed role play
Home corner role play
Groups:
Story mapping
Ordering the story
Counting cakes game

Carpet
Acting out the story
Reception Observation Focus:
Children’s comments from the Crime Scene!
(CLL)

Outdoor Enhancement: Retelling the story
of little red riding hood on the stage with
dressing up costumes and props (L, EAD)

PSED: Can you think of something kind to do for a
family member or a friend?
Reception
CLL: What has happened in our classroom? Who could have
done it? What objects can you see? Who wears a red cape?
Do we know any stories with these objects in?
UTW: What is a crime scene? What is a crime? Who might
help us if a crime has been committed?
PSED: Is a crime a good or bad thing? What could the
right thing to do be? Why do we have to follow the rules?

Reception
CLL: What things do all the traditional stories have in
common? What are the characters like? How can you use
your lolly stick puppets to retell the story? Why are Little
Red and Grandma/ the bears so upset?
L/EAD: Can you act out the story in our role play cottage?
What would you write to the wolf/Goldilocks to tell her
off? How would you comfort the Little Red/bears?
UTW: What do we need to include on our map of the
woods? Why are maps useful?
Computing: Can you unlock the iPad?
PSED: Should Little Red have taken the short cut?
Listened to her Mummy?
EAD: What are primary colours? What would happen if we
mixed red and blue together? Can you mix different
colours to create a new colour?
PD: Can you get changed for PE on your own? Can you
create a giant map outside for Little Red to follow? Can
you weave your own basket for Grandma? What
instructions could you give your friend to support them to
create their own basket?
PSED/EAD: Can you create a poster of all of the kind
things the wolf should have done in the story? Can you
draw a picture to show the wolf being a kind friend? Can
you label your picture?
L; What do you write inside a card? Who is the card for?
PSED: How might a card make someone feel?
EAD: What design will the front of your card have?
EAD: Can you make some props to add to your outdoor show
of Little Red?
PSED: Can you work as a team to perform your show?
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Reception
L (40-60) – Attempts to write own name and
other labels and captions.
EAD (40-60) – Explores what happens when
they mix colours.
PD (40-60) - Uses simple tools to effect
changes to materials
EAD (40-60) - Introduces a storyline or
narrative into their play.
EAD (40-60) - Selects tools and techniques
needed to shape, assemble and join materials
they are using.
MR (40-60) - • Initiates conversations, attends
to and takes account of what others say.
T (40-60) – Completes a simple program on a
computer (iPad).
TW (40-60) - Looks closely at similarities,
differences, patterns and change

Reception Outcomes
UTW: Map of the woods
Roleplay with stick puppets – challenge – make
own stick puppets.
Creative: Flowers for Grandma – mixing primary
colours to make new colours (front cover of
card).
PD: Basket weaving
Writing: Making a card for grandma/family
member (focusing on name writing/simple words
e.g. mum).
QR Code – performance of outdoor Little Red
show

Goldilocks and the 3 Bears
1 week: 28/9/20
Texts: Goldilocks and the 3 Bears by Mara
Alperin
Wheelbarrow with book of week in!
At the end of the next week, a video
message (My talking pet) is left by other
character either Goldilocks or the Wolf
saying sorry for being unkind!
Outdoor Enhancement: Set up the house as
the three bears house with three bowls of
porridge and 3 chairs. Having a story book
available for the children to refer back too
(EAD, L)

Nursery
UTW: What would you do if you got lost when you
were out with mummy and or daddy? How can we
stay safe? What happens when we mix the water
and oats together?
CL: Have you tasted porridge? Can you tell me what
it tastes like? Does anyone have porridge for
breakfast? I wonder what toppings we could put
on? I wonder where the bears went while their
porridge cooled down..?
EAD: Can you role play the story? Which role will
you play in the story? I wonder if you can use the
oil pastels to draw a bear? I wonder what will
happen if you add oats? Can you sing the Goldilocks
song? Can you sing the Goldilocks song to a friend?
M: Can you find something big/small and medium?
Can you sort the objects into big/medium and
small? I wonder if you can find something bigger
than you? I wonder if you can find something
smaller than your hand? I wonder if you can build a
new chair for baby bear?
L: I wonder if you can make marks in the oats? I
wonder if you can draw a bear in the oats? Can you
write your name?
Can you retell the story using the puppets? Can you
remember some of the key phrases? What should
we start our story with? Can you put the story in
the correct order? What should we finish our story
with? What happens next in the story?
PD: Can you make your own porridge? Can you mix
the oats and water together while holding on the
bowl? Can you make a bear using the playdough?
Can you make a circle/ lines in the oats? Can you
make a face in the oats? Can you use your finger to
write the first letter of your name in the oats?
PSED: I wonder why Goldilocks decided to go into
the bears house ? Do you think it was a good idea? I
wonder how Goldilocks feels when the bears chase
her away? I wonder how the bears feel when they
find Goldilocks in their house?
Reception
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Nursery

M (22-36): Begins to use the language of
size
W (30-50) - Sometimes gives meaning to
marks as they draw and paint.
PD (30-50): Can copy some letters, e.g.
letters from their name
PD(30-50) Uses one-handed tools and
equipment,
EAD (30-50) – Beginning to be interested in
and describe the texture of things.
EAD - Builds stories around toys, e.g. farm
animals needing rescue from an armchair ‘cliff’.

EAD (30-50): Uses available resources to
create props to support roleplay
L(30-50): Describes main story settings,
events and principal characters
L(30-50): Listens to stories with increasing
attention and recall
EAD(30-50): Sings a few familiar songs.
Reception
Literacy (40-60) - Can segment the sounds in
simple words and blend them together.
Literacy (40-60) - Begins to read words.
EAD (40-60) - Understands that different
media can be combined to create new effects.
TW (40-60) - Looks closely at similarities and
differences between objects.
MFB (40-60) - Aware of the boundaries set,
and of behavioural expectations in the setting.
U (40-60) - Responds to instructions involving a
two-part sequence.
L (40-60) – Writes own name and labels.
PD (40-60) - Uses simple tools to effect
changes to materials
EAD (40-60) - Introduces a storyline or
narrative into their play.
T (40-60) – Completes a simple programme on a
computer (Ipad).

Nursery Outcomes

Number: sorting objects into big, medium and
small (button, compare bears, shapes)
Mark making: mark making in oats. Finding
letters in their name in oats and practicing to
form them.
Fine Motor: oat play dough/ oat messy play
Creative: Making a bear picture using oats to
decorate
Construction: building a chair for baby bear
Small World: retelling the story
Role Play: Home Role play corner add props from
the story 3 bowls, 3 chairs and 3 beds of
different sizes
Groups:
Ordering the story
Story mapping
Make porridge
Exploring big, medium and small- adult to take
photos of what children find –display?
Goldilocks song – when Goldilocks went to the
house of bears oh what did her blue eyes see. A
bowl that was big a bowl that was small a bowl
that a tiny and that was all she counted them
1,2,3…… (Record for Tapestry)

Reception Outcomes
Writing: Oats with VC and CVC words to read/
pictures for chn to practice writing own CVC
words.
Creative: Children making their own bear face
using a variety of materials.
Observation Focus: PSED – kind
friends/following the rules.
Porridge recipe for children to follow/picture
of them making porridge.
UTW: Loose parts – picture of children making
their own bear face! Labelling parts of bear
face.

QR code – children using stick puppets/finger
puppets to retell the story.
PD: Sorting with tweezers

UTW: What would you do if you got lost when you were out
with mummy or daddy? How can we stay safe?
CLL: How can you use your lolly stick puppets to retell the
story? Why are the bears so upset? Can you act out the
story in our outdoor role play cottage? What would you
write to Goldilocks to tell her off? How would you comfort
the bears? What is the same about the story compared to
the last one? What is different?
L: Oh no look at all the oats! Can you find the words in the
oats and read them? Challenge  Can you find the pictures
and write your own CVC words?
EAD: How do you like your porridge? What do we need to
make porridge? Can you follow the pictures to make your
own porridge? Can you use the loose parts to create your
own bear face? Challenge  Can you label the parts of your
bear using your post it notes?
Computing: Can you find the Purple Mash app? Can you
remember how to unlock the iPad?
PSED: Should Goldilocks have gone into the cottage? What
would you have done? What rules does Goldilocks need to
learn? What rules do we have in our own school to help
her? Which ones are similar? Different?
EAD: Can you use the paper plates and pencils to create
your own bear face?
PD: Can you sort the bears into their different colours
using tweezers? Challenge  Can you put the correct
number of coloured bears into each pot?
UTW: Where have these loose parts come from? Where
might we find them? What are they called?

WB: 5/10/20
The Gingerbread Man
Little Red/3 bears leave a video message
(My talking pet) saying thank you for
getting rid of that big, bad wolf but we’ve
heard there’s a cheeky little Gingerbread
man and a naughty fox that needs to be
taught how to be kind! Thank you!

Wheelbarrow with book of week in!
TEXTS
The Gingerbread Man By Mara Alperin.
Outdoor Enhancement: Mark making area –
chalking a life size picture of a gingerbread

Nursery
UTW: I wonder what will happen when we put the
salt dough in the oven? I wonder what would have
happened to the gingerbread man if he went in the
water? I wonder if you can click on the correct
button on the screen? I wonder if you can use 1
finger to click on the screen?
CL: Can you tell me about your painting? Can you tell
me what you used to decorate your gingerbread
person?
EAD: Can you role play the story? Which role will
you play in the story? I wonder if you can paint your
own gingerbread person? What will your person look
like?
M: Can you put the correct number of buttons on
the gingerbread person? I wonder if you can use
your careful counting and point to 1 button for each
number? I wonder if you can use the bricks to
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Nursery
N(30-50): Sometimes matches numeral to
quantity correctly
L (30-50) - Listens to stories with increasing
attention and recall.
SSM (30-50) - Shows interest in shape by
sustained construction activity or by talking
about shapes or arrangements.
PD (30-50) – Uses one handed tools and
equipment.
EAD (30-50) - Understands that they can use
lines to enclose a space, and then begin to use
these shapes to represent objects
PD (30-50): Holds pencil between thumb and
two fingers, no longer using whole-hand grasp.
PSED (30-50): Can play in a group, extending
and elaborating play ideas

Nursery Outcomes
Number: putting the correct number of buttons
on to the gingerbread person
Creative: Painting their own ginger bread
person
Small world: retelling the story
Construction: build a bridge to go across the
river
Fine motor: Loose parts making their own
ginger bread person/ making their own ginger
bread people
Mark making Drawing around gingerbread
cutter and decorating.
Group activity –
Salt dough gingerbread man
retelling the story
Loose parts – making their own ginger bread
man

man. Can you draw around your friend to
create the outline/label parts of him.

build a bridge over the river for the gingerbread
man to walk over?
L: Can you retell the story using the puppets? Can
you remember some of the key phrases? What
should we start our story with? Can you put the
story in the correct order? What should we finish
our story with? What happens next in the story? I
wonder if we can think of a different way of telling
the story?
PD: Can you use your pinchy fingers to pick up the
pieces to decorate your gingerbread person? Can
you hold your pencil using your pinchy fingers? I
wonder if you can draw around the gingerbread
person cutter?
PSED: How do you think the gingerbread man felt
when everyone was chasing him? Was the fox a kind
fox or an unkind fox? How do you know?
Reception
L: Can you find the initial sound for each of the
words? Challenge  Can you write the initial sound
down? What other sounds can you hear?
CLL: Can you work out where the gingerbread man
has got to around the school? Can you write some
words about where he is? Where is the story set?
Who is the good character? Who is the bad
character? What is the repeated phrase in the
story? Can you join in with it? Which words rhyme
in the
PD: Can you use the fork and cutter to make your
own gingerbread man?
Computing: Can you remember how to unlock and
take a picture on the iPad? Can you use the iPad to
take a picture of your gingerbread man?
UTW: What could we build to help the Gingerbread
man get across the river? Which materials would be
best to use? Why? Can you predict which materials
would be best?
L: Can you use your sounds to write where the
gingerbread man is in our school? Can you read some
of the notes he has left? Can you create a poster
of how to be a kind friend? What might you need to
add?
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UTW (30-50): Knows how to operate simple
equipment, e.g. turns on CD player and uses
remote control

Reception
PD (40-60) - Begins to form recognisable
letters.
L (40-60) – Attempts to write labels and
captions.
L (40-60) - Hears and says the initial sound in
words.
L (40-60) - Can segment the sounds in simple
words and blend them.
together and knows which letters represent
some of them.
EAD (40-60) – Experiments to create different
textures.
PD (40-60) - •Uses simple tools to effect
changes to materials.
PD (40-60) - Handles tools, objects,
construction and malleable materials safely and
with increasing control.
TW (40-60) - Looks closely at similarities,
differences, patterns and change.

Hunt around the school to find the gingerbread
man
Topmarks – gingerbread man counting game
Creative: Make your own gingerbread man
(cardboard) exploring texture
Finger gym – make a gingerbread man – children
to take own picture of their gingerbread man
Bridge building for gingerbread man
Writing Zone – key words of where gingerbread
man is around the school T./AT group
Poster of how to be a kind friend

Reception Outcomes
Observation Focus: EAD (selecting resources to
make own gingerbread man)
Creative: Make your own gingerbread man
(cardboard) exploring texture
Finger gym – make a gingerbread man with
playdough – children to take own picture of
their gingerbread man
UTW: Bridge building for gingerbread man
Writing Zone – key words of where gingerbread
man is around the school T./AT group
Poster of how to be a kind friend

PSED: What could we say to the unkind character
to teach him to be kind again? Can you create a
poster to give to the Gingerbread man teaching him
how to be kind?

Jack and the Beanstalk
2 weeks- WB: 12/10/20 and
19/10/20
TEXTS
Jack and the Beanstalk Nic.
Sharrat/Richard Walker
How to grow a beanstalk by Janice Vale
Eddies garden and how to make things
grow by Sarah Garland
Jasepr’s beanstalk by Nick
Butterworth
Who hides here?: Footprints in the
Garden by Rachel Coverdale
The Gingerbread man leave a video message
(My Talking Pet) saying I managed to get
out of the foxes tummy. When I was in the
woods we found some magic beans and look
what’s happened? (Beanstalk in middle of
classroom).
Wheelbarrow with book of week in!

Outdoor Enhancement: In the mud pots the
children can use the spades to dig and plant
some magic beans! (PSED, UTW)

Children find a huge pair of boots at
the foot of the beanstalk!
Outdoor Enhancement: Oh no it’s the Giant’s
footsteps (foam feet). Can you create an
obstacle course for him? (PD)

Nursery- week 1
UTW: What does a plant need to grow? What would
happen if the plant didn’t get any water/sun/soil?
Would the plant grow if we just put the seed in the
pot and left it? Why not?
CL: Can you tell me about you beanstalk ? what have
you added to it?
EAD: Can you role play the story? Which role will
you play in the story? I wonder if you can use the
different materials to make your beanstalk? Does
all the material feel the same?
M: Can you use the measuring tape/ counting
bricks/ruler to measure the beanstalk? Which bean
stalk is the tallest/smallest? How do you know? Can
you count how many leaves you threaded onto the
pipe cleaner? Can you use the green bricks to make
a beanstalk? What could you add to make your
beanstalk taller/steadier?
L: Can you retell the story using the puppets? Can
you remember some of the key phrases? What
should we start our story with? Can you put the
story in the correct order? What should we finish
our story with? What happens next in the story? I
wonder if we can think of a different way of telling
the story? Can you make different marks in the
glitter?
PD: Can you thread the leaves onto the pipe
cleaner? Can you write your name? Can you draw a
circle/lines….? Can you play the magic beans game?
Can you run/jump/curl up in a ball/wiggle…? I
wonder if you can cut the green material to make a
beanstalk?
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Nursery- week 1
M (30-50): Shows curiosity about numbers by
offering comments or asking questions
EAD (30-50): Uses available resources to
create props to support role-play.
PD (30-50): Uses one handed tools and
equipment
SSM (30-50): Shows interest in shape by
sustained construction activity or
by talking about shapes or arrangements
EAD (30-50) - Realises tools can be used for a
purpose.
L (30-50): Sometimes gives meaning to marks as
they draw and paint
UTW (30-50): Developing an understanding of
growth, decay and changes over time.
PD (30-50): Moves freely and with pleasure and
confidence in a range of ways, such as
slithering, shuffling, rolling, crawling, walking,
running, jumping, skipping, sliding and hopping
Nursery Week 2
N (30-50) Sometimes matches numeral and
quantity correctly.
EAD (30-50): Builds stories around toys, e.g.
farm animals needing rescue from an armchair
‘cliff’.
PD (30-50): Holds pencil between thumb and
two fingers, no longer using whole-hand grasp.
SSM (30-50): Shows interest in shape by
sustained construction activity or by talking
about shapes or arrangements.

Nursery Outcomes Week 1
Number: Measuring beanstalks using
measuring tape, counting sticks and rulers
Small world: Retelling the story
Fine Motor: threading leaves onto pipe
cleaners
Construction: Making Beanstalk
Creative: Cut shapes / green material to
make a beanstalk
Mark Making: Making different lines and
shapes in green glitter
Groups:
UTW: Growing a beanstalk – water, sun,
soil
Magic beans game- jelly beans, broad
beans, runner beans, chilli beans, baked
beans, jumping beans
UTW: Growing a beanstalk – Roots,
growing experiment (one plant in a dark
room, one with no water)
Writing: Drawing and labelling the life
cycle of a beanstalk
Creative: paint and cut paper plates to
make a beanstalk (spiral)
Nursery Outcomes Week 2

PSED: Can you teach your friend the magic bean
game?
Nursery- week 2
UTW: Let’s check on our plants and see if they have
started growing.. can you see any shoots?
CL: How have you managed to make you cork and
button beanstalk balance?
EAD: Can you role play the story? Which role will
you play in the story? The giant is feeling sad
because Jack ran away from him can you draw him a
picture to feel better? The giant needs a new pair
of shoes….I wonder if you can paint some shoes for
him? I wonder what colour he would like?
M: Can you count out the correct number of
counters on to the leaves the giant is having trouble
counting them? I wonder if you can use your carful
counting? Can you build the giant a castle to live in?
I wonder if you can work as a team to find the
numbered golden eggs and put them in the correct
order?
L: Can you retell the story using the puppets? Can
you remember some of the key phrases? What
should we start our story with? Can you put the
story in the correct order? What should we finish
our story with? What happens next in the story? I
wonder if we can think of a different way of telling
the story?
PD: Can you use your pinchy fingers to carefully
build a beanstalk with corks and buttons?
PSED: How do you think the giant feels now Jack
has taken all his things? How do you think Jack felt
when he saw the giant for the first time? Can you
work as a team? Why do you think the giant was
grumpy when he first saw Jack? Are giants always
grumpy? How do you know?
Reception
CLL What’s this in our room? Who is Jack? What is
his story? Can you join in with the reading of our
key text? Who will you be in the re-enacting of
Jack and the beanstalk? On the beans growing page

L (30-50): Sometimes gives meaning to marks as
they draw and paint.
EAD (30-50): Understands that they can use
lines to enclose a space, and then begin to use
these shapes to represent objects
PD (30-50): Uses one handed tools and
equipment
N (30-50): Recites numbers in order to 10.

Reception
UTW: Looks closely at similarities, differences,
patterns and change. (40-60)
Literacy (40-60): Writes own name and other
things such as labels, captions
EAD (40-60): Uses simple tools and techniques
competently and appropriately.
EAD (40-60): Understands that different
media can be combined to create new effects.
Literacy (40-60) Uses some clearly identifiable
letters to communicate meaning, representing
some sounds correctly and in sequence.
MFB (40-60) - Understands that own actions
affect other people, for example, becomes
upset or tries to comfort another child when
they realise they have upset them.
EAD (40-60) - Understands that different
media can be combined to create
new effects.
EAD (40-60) - Manipulates materials to achieve
a planned effect.
PD (40-60) - Uses simple tools to effect
changes to materials.
EAD (40-60) - Experiments to create different
textures.
PD (40-60) - Negotiates space successfully
when playing racing and chasing games with
other children, adjusting speed or changing
direction to avoid obstacles.
PD (40-60) - Travels with confidence and skill
around, under, over and through balancing and
climbing equipment.

Number: Number to quantity – matching
correct number of counters to the
numbered leaves
Small world: Puppet show retelling the
story
Fine Motor: Building a beanstalk with
corks and buttons
Construction: Building a castle for the
giant to live
Mark Making: drawing a picture to send
to the giant
Creative: Painting a shoe for the giant
Groups:
Hidden golden eggs – numbered eggs
hidden in the garden children to find and
put in the correct order.
Writing: Writing a note to the giant
Creative: Drawing around their own foot and
creating a shoe (Collage material)

Reception Outcomes Week 1
Observation Focus: UTW (Growing a bean
– what does it need to grow?)
Selfie of happy, sad and angry face taken
on iPad.
Growing own bean.
UTW: Growing a beanstalk – Roots,
growing experiment (one plant in a dark
room, one with no water) – making
predictions.
Writing: Drawing and labelling the life
cycle of a beanstalk
Creative: paint and cut paper plates to
make a beanstalk (spiral)
PD: Threading with pipecleaners

Reception Outcomes Week 2
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in Richard Walker text can you hear/spot the
repetition and powerful words as the beans grow?
PD: Can you be the seed curled up tight? Can you
start to grow? Now show fully grown. How can we
move to show the beans twisting underground?
EAD/PD How will you use the scissors and paint to
create your own beanstalk?
PSED: Why do you think Jack’s mum is angry? Can
you show an angry face, a happy face, a sad face?
Is the giant kind or unkind? Why?
Computing: Can you take a picture of your
happy/sad/angry face?
UTW: How do beans grow? What do beans need to
grow? How do they grow? What key vocabulary
have we learnt to describe how beans grow? Can you
explain the lifecycle of a bean? What do you think
might happen if we put the seed in a dark place?
Why? Can you make a prediction? What is a
prediction?
L: Can you draw and label your own lifecycle of a
bean? Can you create your own bean book?
PD: Can you thread the pipe cleaners through the
pot to create your own beanstalk?
UTW: Which resources will help you to dig?
EAD: Why are your beans magic? What can they
do?

WEEK 2-THE GIANT
CLL: Lets climb up the beanstalk to see what Jack
is upto! Children pretend to climb up and up ….read
the rest of the story .
PSED: How did Jack feel when he first saw the
giant?
CLL: How would you describe the giant in words?
EAD: How will you draw the giant? What do you
think he looks like? What can you put the paint on
with if you are not using a brush?
M: One day the children find a giant letter from
the giant asking for help with his maths.
PD: In the circle can you creep around the outside
to grab the keys from the giant? When you hear
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SSM (40-60) - Orders two or three items by
length or height.

PD – threading string onto giant shoes.
Writing: Writing a note to the giant
Creative: Drawing around their own foot and
creating a shoe (Collage material)
QR Code – obstacle course outside.
Ordering different sized feet according to
length.

Half term

the giants voice ‘ Fee Fi Fo Fum…’ can you run to the
beanstalk and pretend to climb down hand over
hand ?
PSED: Are giants real?
Are Giants always mean? Can you think of any
stories or films of kind giants? Do you think the
giants end is fair?
SSM: How big is the giant’s foot? Can you compare
it to other things in the classroom? Which is bigger
which is smaller?
EAD: Can you draw a giant that might fit into those
shoes? Can you draw some shoes big enough for the
giant?
M: Can you draw round your own foot? Whose is
bigger? Yours or the giants?
PD: Can you thread some shoe laces onto the giant
shoe for the Giant to tie?
L: Can you write a note to the Giant asking him
something?
PD: How will you make your obstacle course
harder/easier? How could we record how long it
took us to complete?

WB: 2/11/20 and 9/11/20
The Gruffalo in the Woods
Texts
The Gruffalo by Julia Donaldson
The Gruffalo’s Child by Julia Donaldson
The woodland book – Usborne
Trees to spot – Usborne
Peep inside a tree – Usborne
Lift the flap questions and answers about
nature – Usborne
The Busy Tree by Jennifer Ward
Life in a clearing in the forest
White owl barn owl-N.Davies
Night animals Usbourne
Woodland Creatures - Usbourne Young
Beginners
The Woodland Book Usbourne

Nursery - Week 1
UTW: I wonder what the footprints of an owl/fox
look like? I wonder what the trail of a snake looks
like? What happens when we shake the cream and
sugar together?
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Nursery
N (30-50)- Shows an interest in representing
numbers.
EAD(30-50): Understands that they can use
lines to enclose a space, and
then begin to use these shapes to represent
objects.

Nursery
Learning moment to be sent home: Visit a
wood with your family, go for a walk, how
will you show us what you saw and did?
Reception: Children to go on a woodland
walk with their family. Can you draw a
picture and write what you saw/heard on
your walk?
Nursery Outcomes Week 1

Number: Exploring making numbers in
different ways

After half term, a video message (My
talking pet) from the Giant saying I have
another friend I want you to meet. He has
purple prickles all over his back. Who could
he be?
Some Gruffalo and mouse footprints to be
in classroom as well.
Enrichment: Nature Explorers session on
the field
Nursery focus –
Reception - looking at different trees and
their names.
Friday chn to go to woodland and look for
animals you might see in a woodland (trip)
Outdoor Enhancement: Outdoor: Gruffalo
characters to find. (Reception use a sheet
to tick off and then label).

EAD: Can you use the collage material to make a
gruffalo? Can you use the watercolours to paint a
gruffalo? I wonder if you can use the playdough to
make a gruffalo? I wonder if you can draw a
gruffalo crumble?
M:I wonder if you can me a number 3 using the
numicon and the counting resources? I wonder if
you can use your careful counting? The gruffalo
needs a new cave.. I wonder if you can build a cave
for the gruffalo to live in? Can you play the
gruffalo drive game? Roll the dice what number did
it land on? What piece of the gruffalo do you need
to collect?
L: Can you retell the story? Can you remember key
phrases from the story? Can you story map the
story? Can you draw a gruffalo crumble? I wonder
what it would look like?
PD: Can you roll the playdough? Can you make a
gruffalo using the playdough? What does the ice
cream taste like? Did you like it?
PSED: How do you think the animals feel when the
mouse tells them he is looking for a gruffalo? How
do you think the mouse feels when he sees the
gruffalo? How do you think the other animals feel
when they see the gruffalo? How would you feel if
you saw the gruffalo?
CL: What does the gruffalo look like?
Week 2
Nursery
UTW: I wonder what types of trees are on the
field? What season are we in? How do you know?
What happens in Autumn? Does anyone know what
hibernation means? What type of animals live in the
woods? Is there anything you would like to know
about trees or nature? I wonder what we can do to
help the animals during the autumn? What does a
plant need to grow? What would happen to a plant
with no water/sun/soil? I wonder what tree grows
the tallest? I wonder what the tree is called that
gives us conkers?
CL: Do all the leaves make the same marks on the
rubbing? I wonder if all the pine cones look the
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EAD (30-50) – Beginning to be interested in and
describe the texture of things
EAD (30-50): Beginning to construct, stacking
blocks vertically and horizontally, making
enclosures and creating spaces
EAD (30-50): Engages in imaginative role-play
based on own first-hand experiences
L (30-50) – Sometimes gives meanings to the
marks they make).
L(30-50): Listens to stories with increasing
attention and recall.
N(30-50): Recites numbers in order to 10.
UTW(30-50): Can talk about some of the things
they have observed
Nursery
N (30-50)- Shows an interest in representing
numbers.
UTW(30-50); Comments and asks questions
about aspects of their familiar world such as
the place where they live or the natural world..
PD(30-50)- Holds pencil near point between
first two fingers and thumb and uses it with
good control.
PD(30-50)- Uses one-handed tools and
equipment, e.g. makes snips in paper with child
scissors
EAD(30-50): Understands that they can use
lines to enclose a space, and then begin to use
these shapes to represent objects.
EAD (30-50) – Beginning to be interested in and
describe the texture of things
SSM(30-50): Shows interest in shapes in the
environment.
EAD (30-50)- Builds stories around toys, e.g.
farm animals needing rescue from an armchair
‘cliff’.
PD(30-50) Moves freely and with pleasure and
confidence in a range of ways, such as
slithering, shuffling, rolling, crawling, walking,
running, jumping, skipping, sliding and hopping.
UTW(30-50): Comments and asks questions
about aspects of their familiar world such as

Creative: making the gruffalo/ collage
material/ water colours (collage with
different textures)
Fine Motor: owl ice cream- corn flour and
oil/ Make a gruffalo using playdough
Construction: Making a Gruffalo cave
Small World: retelling the story
Role Play: Deconstructed Role Play – add
Tent?
Mark making: Mark-making – draw own
picture of Gruffalo crumble
Groups:
Story mapping the story
Retelling the story
Gruffalo drive – roll the dice to add different
features of the gruffalo
Making Ice cream
Nursery Outcomes Week 2
Number: Exploring number with autumn
objects
Mark making: leaf rubbing
Fine Motor: Cotton bud autumn leaves
Creative: Leaf pictures using real leaves
and collage materials
Construction: Animal homes
Small World: Woodland animals small world
scene
Role Play: Deconstructed role play
Groups:
Salt dough Hedgehogs
Forest movement cards
Introduce children to the word hibernation
Explore animals that live in the forest/
woods
Talking about Autumn and what happens

same? Have you been on a walk into the forest? Can
you tell me what you saw? Did you see any animals?
Can you tell me about your picture?
EAD: Can you use the leaves to make a picture? I
wonder what else you can add to your picture? Can
you take a leaf rubbing? Can you build a home for
the animals?
M: How many pinecones can you find? Can you find 7
conkers? Use your careful counting to count 5
conkers?
L: Does anyone know of any stories about animals in
the forest? Can you use the crayon to rub on the
paper over the leaf? What happens? Do all the
leaves make the same patterns?
PD: Can you move like a woodland animal? Can you
scurry like a mouse? Can you walk like a bear? Can
you hop like a rabbit? Can you run like a squirrel?
Can you leap like a dear? Can you curl up like a
hedgehog? Can you pounce like a fox? Can you fly
like an owl? What is your favourite movement? Can
you use the cotton buds to make leaves on the
autumn tree? Can you hold the cotton bud using you
pinchy fingers?
PSED: How do you think the animals feel in the
autumn? What do you think it would feel like to
sleep for as long as they do?
Reception: week 1
CLL: Can you re-tell the story of the Gruffalo? Who
were the main characters in th story? Can you
describe the Gruffalo and the mouse? What is the
differences between these two characters?
PD: Can you work out how many prickles we need to
do to the Gruffalo? What could we use to attach
these prickles to the Gruffalo? What would happen
if we added one more, or took one away? How many
would there be altogether?
L: Where do you think the Gruffalo could have
gone? Do you think we might find him somewhere
around our school? How could we get everyone to
help us to look for the Gruffalo? What would we
need to put on our poster to help? Where would you
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the place where they live or the natural world.
UTW(30-50): Can talk about some of the things
they have observed such as plants, animals,
natural and found objects.
UTW(30-50): Talks about why things happen
and how things work.
UTW (30-50) Developing an understanding of
growth, decay and changes over time.
UTW (30-50)Shows care and concern for living
things and the environment
Reception
PD: (40-60)- Uses simple tools to effect
changes to materials
PD (40-60): Handles tools safely and with
increasing control.
EAD 40-60) – Constructs with a purpose in mind
using a variety of resources.
EAD (40-60) - Uses simple tools and techniques
competently and appropriately.
EAD (40-60) - Selects tools and techniques
needed to shape, assemble and join materials
they are using.
L (40-60) – Writes other things such as labels
and captions
L (40-60) – Gives meaning to marks they draw
or paint.
L (40-60) – Attempts to write short sentences
in meaningful contexts.
UTW (40-60): Looks closely at similarities,
differences, patterns and change
T (40-60) - Completes a simple program on a
computer.

Creative: leaves and collage background
for ready to add animal next week.
Writing: create own leaf rubbings book
and name the trees
Finger gym – Children to have leaves,
children to draw round the leaves and then
cut them out. Can you decorate your leaf?

Reception Week 1 Outcomes
Creative: Junk modelling Gruffalo
Writing group: recipe for Gruffalo crumble
(labelling pictures and adding captions –
Suns)
Finger gym: Can you add purple prickles to
the Gruffalo back using paper clips? E.g. can
you give the Gruffalo 6 prickles!
Investigate: Gruffalo to visit different places
around the school, children to work out
where he is!
Writing: (the Gruffalo has gone missing!)
We need to create a wanted poster to
stick around the school to find him.

Reception Outcomes Week 2
Investigate – Children to create their own
food chains.
Creative: leaves and collage background
for ready to add animal next week.
Writing: create own leaf rubbings book
and name the trees
Finger gym – Children to have leaves,
children to draw round the leaves and then
cut them out. Can you decorate your leaf?
Writing: Speech bubbles of the Gruffalo
and the mouse, what might each character
from the story say?

put your posters so that everyone could see them?
Can you act out the story of the Gruffalo?
EAD: What shapes do you want to use to make your
Gruffalo? How could you change these shapes? How
big will your Gruffalo be? What colours could you
add to your Gruffalo? What are the key features
of a Gruffalo that we can’t forget to add?
UTW: Where does the Gruffalo live? What setting
is this? How can you work out where the Gruffalo is
from looking at the pictures? Are there any clues in
the pictures?
Computing: Can you draw a picture of the
Gruffalo/mouse on the ipad? Can you label your
picture with the different parts of the animal?

16/11/20 Animals in the
Woodland – Owl Babies
A video message from the owl in the
Gruffalo story asking if the Gruffalo has
gone. ‘I only wanted a mouse to feed my
children’. Listen to my story!
A video message to Reception chn asking
what animals they saw in the Woodland.
Enrichment: Owls to visit children

Reception: week 2
CLL: Can you explain what happened at the
beginning, middle and end of the story?
PD: Can you carefully draw around the leaves and
use scissors to cut them out? What shape is your
leaf?
L: What would the Gruffalo say? What would the
mouse say? What might be different about what
each of these characters say? What do you think
they might say to each other?
EAD: What might a woodland background look like?
What would a woodland have in it? What colours
would you find in a woodland? Would the colours be
the same the whole year round? What animals would
you find in a woodland?
UTW: What’s a food chain? Why are food chains
important? Can you think of a simple food chain?
What comes at the beginning and at the end of a
food chain? Are we part of a food chain?

Outdoor Enhancement: Bird watching from
tepee with binoculars/ construction zone
turned into a forest – can you build new
homes for the animals?
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Nursery
UTW: What is a baby owl called? What do owls eat?
What is the life cycle of an owl? Do owls lay eggs?
When can owls start to fly? Can you sort the owl
facts into true and false?
CL: Have you ever seen an owl? What can you tell
me about Owls? Did you learn anything new?
EAD: Can you use the scrunched up foil to make
your own owl? Can you tell me about your picture?
Can you use the paper plates and collage material to
make an owl mask? Can you build your own nest?
M: Can you sort the owls using their shapes? How
many circles have you got? What other shapes have
you collected? I wonder if you can make a pattern?
L: Can you make marks using the feathers? What
have you drawn? Can you story map the story?
PD: Can you make an owl using the playdough? Can
you write your name? Can you snip the feather
shape to make it fluffy?
PSED: How do you think the baby owls feel when
they cannot find mummy? Have you ever felt that
way?

WB: 23/11/20
Animals in the Woodland Squirrels
Key text: The Wild Woods by Simon James
- Reception
Other texts: National Trust – Who’s hiding
in the woods?
Percy the Park keeper - Nursery
One Snowy night
The Secret Path
The Treasure Hunt
After the Storm

Reception
CLL: What does an owl look like? Have you seen an
owl before? Where did you see the owl? What
sound does an owl make?
PD: Can you thread the correct number on the card
onto each of the feathers? What if you added one
more/ones less, how many would you have now? How
can you move like different woodland animals?
EAD: What collage materials ill you use for your
owl? What colour is your owl going to be? Will it be
more than one colour? Where will you place your owl
on the background?
L: Can you remember/recall any facts that you
already know about owls? Where do owls live? What
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Nursery
SSM (30-50): Shows an interest in shape and
space by playing with shapes
L (30-50):Sometimes gives meaning to marks as
they draw and paint.
PD (30-50) Uses one-handed tools and
equipment, e.g. makes snips in paper with child
scissors
EAD (30-50) Beginning to be interested in and
describe the texture of things.
EAD (30-50): Understands that they can use
lines to enclose a space, and then begin to use
these shapes to represent objects.
EAD(30-50): Uses available resources to create
props to support role-play.
PSED (30-50): Aware of own feelings, and
knows that some actions and words can hurt
others’ feelings
L(30-50): Listens to stories with increasing
attention and recall.
UTW (30-50) Can talk about some of the things
they have observed such as plants, animals,
natural and found objects.
Reception
L (40-60)– Uses some clearly identifiable
letters to communicate meaning
L (40-60) – Knows that information can be
retrieved from books and computers.
EAD (40-60) Chooses particular colour to use
for a purpose
EAD (40-60) - Manipulates materials to achieve
a planned effect.
PD (40-60) -Handles tools, objects,
construction and malleable materials safely and
with increasing control.
PD (40-60) - Shows a preference for a
dominant hand.
PD (40-60) - Uses a pencil and holds it
effectively to form recognisable letters, most
of which are correctly formed

Nursery Outcomes
Number: Owl shape sorting game
Mark making: painting with feathers
(writing letters in name).
Fine Motor: Making owl masks with paper
plates/Making owls with playdough.
Snipping paper to make feathers
Creative: Foil painting to make owls
Small World: small world owls nest natural
objects, leaves, twigs, brown material,
wood
Role Play: Deconstructed role play
Groups:
Talking about how the owl babies felt
when mummy owl wasn’t there
Story mapping
Owl Facts - sorting true and false
Owl and Owlet book

Reception Outcomes
Creative: Create your own owl using collage
materials to add to background
Writing – Reception missing letters for
children to fill in
Finger gym: Children to thread beads onto
feathers. Have different number cards to
thread different numbers.
Investigate: Children to design their own
baby owl nest with rocks/sticks/leaves.
Children to have fact books/Ipads to
research different facts about owls.

A video message from the Gruffalo saying
WOW you have learnt a lot about owls, I
wonder if you can help me find out about
any other woodland animals?

countries would you find owls in? What do owls like
to eat? Can you make your own fact file about owls?
UTW: Where would you usually find owls? Are they
on the ground or in the sky? Have you seen a nest
before? What different materials will you need to
make an owl nest? How will you make sure that your
nest is safe?
T: Can you send a message back to the mouse telling
them all about the animals that you can see in a
woodland?

Nursery video message from the Gruffalo
saying my human friend knows a lot about
woodland animals. Can you find some more
information for me from him?
Outdoor Enhancement: Roleplay in mud
kitchen with wheelbarrow/wellies
pretending to be Percy!

Nursery
UTW: I wonder if can remember what we have
learnt about trees before? I wonder what type of
trees Percy has in his park? Can you listen for the
animals name and check to see if you have that on
your animal card? What would you like to learn
about the animals in the woods?
CL: What kind of animals live in Percy’s park? I
wonder what it is like to be a park keeper? What
type of jobs do you think Percy does? Have you
ever been to a picnic in the park? What do you need
to bring with you? Can you play animal bingo? Can
you match the animal called with an animal on your
card?
EAD: What type of colours do you need for your
autumn tree? I wonder if you can use the paints to
paint your own woodland animal? What type of
materials so you need for your animal? What type
of colours do you need for your animal?
M: Can you put the correct number of beans into
the plant pots? How many did you collect? How
many spikes does the hedgehog have?
PD: Can you move like the animals in Percy’s park?
How do birds move? Squirrels? Badgers? Can you
use the tweezers to pick up the beans? Can you use
the pegs to add spikes to the hedgehogs?
PSED: I wonder how Percy feels about his job in
the park? Who do you think the park keeper sees in
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UTW (40-60) - Looks closely at similarities,
differences, patterns and change.

Nursery
N (30-50)- Sometimes matches numeral and
quantity correctly.
N (30-50) -Uses some number names accurately
in play
L(30-50); Sometimes gives meaning to marks
PD (30-50) Use one handed tools and equipment
EAD (30-50) - Realises tools can be used for a
purpose
EAD (30-50)- Engages in imaginative role-play
based on own first-hand experiences.
EAD (30-50)- Builds stories around toys, e.g.
farm animals needing rescue from an armchair
‘cliff’
CL (30-50) Listens to stories with increasing
attention and recall.
CL(30-50)- Focusing attention – still listen or
do, but can shift own attention.
UTW (30-50)- Shows care and concern for
living things and the environment.
Reception
EAD (40-60) – Uses simple tools competently
and appropriately.
EAD (40-60) - Explores what happens when
they mix colours.
L (40-60) – Hears and says the initial sounds in
words.
L (40-60) – Writes own labels.

Nursery Outcomes
Number: Numbered plant pots, beans,
numicon – check with A-M mum

allergies- Beans
Mark Making: draw own tree– big tree,
little tree
Fine Motor: Pegging the spikes on a
hedgehog
Creative: Create pictures of animals
that you might find in Percy’s park.
Small World: Nature small world- Park
Role Play: Deconstructed role play add tea
party set for a picnic
Home corner
Groups:
Reading the story
Percy’s animals bingo
Animal facts
Creative: Create your own woodland animal
– water colours
Writing: write CVC and CCVC words

the park? Mummies and children? Dog walkers?
Runners?
L: Can you draw your own tree? What do you need
to add to an autumn tree? What happens in the
story?

WB: 30/11/20 – We need a den!
Text: Peter Digs a Den – A small boy with a
big idea!
Nursery: Percy leaves a video message for
children saying I hope you liked my story. I
need your help – I need a den to sleep in at
night!
Reception: Gruffalo leaves a video message
saying WOW thanks for telling me so much
about Woodland Animals for me! I’ve got
one more job for you – I need somewhere to
sleep outside. Can you help
Friday video message from Gruffalo – As a
thank you I think you’ve earned yourself a
campfire party!
Enhancements: Nature Explorer’s session
Nursery focus
Reception Focus: Campfire/den building and
how to do it.

Reception
CLL: Where did Jess go on her walk? What did she
see on her walk? Can you describe the setting?
What’s a describing word? Why could Jess not keep
a squirrel as her pet? Do you have any pets at
home? What woodland animal do you think you would
like to keep and why?
PD: Can you use pegs and place the correct number
of pegs on each leaf?
EAD: Can you create your own squirrel, what
materials will you use? What other woodland
creatures could you create?
Can you use the clay to create a leaf? What colour
will you paint your leaf?
PSED: How do you think Jess felt when her
Grandad told her that she could not keep the
squirrel?
UTW: Have you seen any animals in the woods
before? What’s a habitat? What habitat might you
find a squirrel in?
L: Can you identify what the picture is showing and
write the correct word?

L (40-60) -Uses some clearly identifiable
letters to communicate meaning, representing
some sounds correctly and in sequence
UTW (40-60) – Looks closely at similarities,
differences, patterns and change.
PD (40-60) – Handles tools with increasing
control.
PD (40-60) – Experiments with different ways
of moving.
PSED (40-60) - Confident to speak to others
about opinions.
PSED (40-60) – Explains own knowledge and
understanding.

Outdoor Enhancement: Create a den using
the soft foam bricks in the construction
area for percy to sleep in! Have a think
about how he will enter the den and will it
keep him dry.

Nursery
UTW:
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Nursery
SSM (30-50) - Uses shapes appropriately for
tasks

Finger gym – Put the correct number of
pegs on the numbered leaves.
Reception Outcomes
Investigate – Match the correct animal
with its habitat/explain why they think
that.
Creative: Create your own woodland animal
– water colours
Writing: write CVC and CCVC words
Finger gym – Put the correct number of
pegs on the numbered leaves.
Outdoor: Children to come up with
different movements for various woodland
animals.

CL: Have you ever build a den? What did you use to
build your den? Did anyone help you? Where did you
build your den?
EAD: Can you build a den for the characters? What
have you used for your den? Can you use the leaves
and natural objects to print with and make a
picture? Do all the objects make the same
pattern/shape?
M: What shapes are you using to make your den?
L: Can you draw what you want to be when you grow
up? Can you tell me about your drawing?
PD: Can you draw around the shapes to make a
den?- hold the shape with one hand and use your
pinchy finger to hold the pencil
PSED:

WB: 7/12/20 and 14/12/20
Christmas
Texts: The Christmas Story (twinkl)
10 Christmas Elves
Outdoor Enhancement: The children have
their own outdoor Christmas tree that they
can decorate using ball balls and
decorations.

Reception
CLL: What is Peter’s dream? Why do you think
Peter wants to build his own den? What materials
do you think he might use to build his den? If you
were to build a den, who would you want to come in
your den? How could we design our own camp, what
materials might we use?
PD: Can you create a camp using various materials
outdoors? How will you hold your camp together?
Can you use playdough to mould and build your own
camp?
EAD: Robin wants the camp decorated. Look at the
work of Andy Goldsworthy. What do you notice?
What materials does he use for his designs? Where
might he find these materials?
PSED: How do you think Peter felt when he has
finished his den? Peter’s dream was to build a den
for his whole family! What’s your dreams? How
would you feel if you had accomplished your
dreams?
UTW: Nature Explorers: Can you build your own
campfire? What materials would you need for a
campfire? How could we light your campfire?
L: Can you draw a picture and write a sentence
about what your dream is when you are older? What
job do you want to have?
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EAD (30-50): Captures experiences and
responses with a range of media,
such as music, dance and paint and other
materials or words.
PD (30-50) -Uses one-handed tools and
equipment
L (30-50) – Ascribes meanings to the marks
they see in different places.
PSED (30-50): Demonstrates friendly
behaviour, initiating conversations and forming
good relationships with peers and familiar
adults.
CL (30-50): Uses vocabulary focused on objects
and people that are of particular importance to
them.
Reception
EAD (40-60) – Uses simple tools competently
and appropriately.
EAD (40-60) - Explores what happens when
they mix colours.
L (40-60) – Hears and says the initial sounds in
words.
L (40-60) – Writes own labels.
L (40-60) -Uses some clearly identifiable
letters to communicate meaning, representing
some sounds correctly and in sequence
UTW (40-60) – Looks closely at similarities,
differences, patterns and change.
PD (40-60) – Handles tools with increasing
control.
PD (40-60) – Experiments with different ways
of moving.
PSED (40-60) - Confident to speak to others
about opinions.
PSED (40-60) – Explains own knowledge and
understanding.

Nursery Outcomes
Number: Drawing around shapes to make a
den
Small world: Building a den for the
characters using twigs, lolly sticks and
leaves
Fine Motor: Playdough dens, lolly sticks
and brown dough
Creative: Printing with leaves and
outdoor materials
Mark-making: children to draw a
picture of something they like/what
they want to be when they are older.
(group activity)
Role Play: deconstructed role play – add
material to make a den
Groups:
Building a den on the field
Drawing what you want to be when you
grow up
Building dens in the construction area
outside
Reception Outcomes
Investigate – Loose parts table with
outdoor materials (inspired by the artist
Andy Goldsworthy).
Creative: Outdoor objects e.g. leaves and
sticks to printing repeating pattern
pictures. (Andy Goldsworthy)
Finger gym – Children to have access to
playdough/sticks/buttons etc to create
their own camps/dens using these
materials.
Writing – Children to draw a picture and
write about their dreams when they are
older!

Outdoor – Have lots of different materials
e.g. rocks, leaves, sticks, pine cones etc.
Children to use the materials to decorate
their camp with!
Nursery
UTW: Why do we celebrate Christmas? How do you
celebrate Christmas in your family? Can you
remember the Christmas story?
CL: what would you like for Christmas?
EAD: Can you make your own Christmas tree? Can
you make your own Christmas card? Can you draw a
triangle for your tree before you decorate it?
M: Can you make a Christmas tree using the
numbered strips of paper? Which number comes
first? What shape is your Christmas tree? Can you
put the right number of snowballs in the numbered
cups?
L: Can you write your Christmas list? Can you draw a
Christmas present? What have you written on your
list?
PD: Can you make a paper chain? Can you cut the
magazine and stick what you would like for
Christmas on your list? Can you wrap the presents?
Can you use the tweezers to pick up to snowballs?
PSED: how do you feel on Christmas morning? How
do you think father Christmas feels on Christmas
morning? What do you think he does the rest of the
year? What do you think the elves in the north pole
do the rest of the year?

Week 1 - Reception
CLL: Can you re-tell the Christmas story? What
happened in the beginning, middle and end of the
story?
PD: Can you wrap the presents using wrapping paper
and celotape?
EAD: Can you create your own Christmas
decoration? What will you create?
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Nursery
N (30-50)- Knows that numbers identify how
many objects are in a set.
N (30-50) -Sometimes matches numeral and
quantity correctly.
L (30-50): Gives meanings to marks they make
PD (30-50): Uses one-handed tools and
equipment
EAD (30-50): Captures and responses to a
range of media
SSM (30-50) - Shows interest in shape by
sustained construction activity or by talking
about shapes or arrangements
UTW (30-50)- Recognises and describes special
times or events for family or friends.
EAD(30-50)- Notices what adults do, imitating
what is observed and then doing it
spontaneously when the adult is not there.
EAD (30-50) - Engages in imaginative role-play
based on own first-hand experiences
UTW(30-50) -Knows some of the things that
make them unique, and can talk about some of
the similarities and differences in relation to
friends or family
Reception
EAD (40-60) – Uses simple tools competently
and appropriately.
EAD (40-60) – Selects appropriate resources
and adapts work when necessary.
EAD (40-60) – Creates simple representations
of events, people and objects.
L (40-60) -Uses some clearly identifiable
letters to communicate meaning, representing
some sounds correctly and in sequence
UTW (40-60) – Looks closely at similarities,
differences, patterns.

Nursery
Number: build a Christmas tree different sized strips of paper/
Numbered cups adding snowballs to the
cups
Mark making: writing a Christmas list/
Drawing a Christmas present
Fine Motor: making paper chains/
catalogues to cut and stick gift ideas
Creative: Making Christmas trees
(children to draw a triangle and decorate
their tree using collage material/ making
Christmas Cards
Construction: Wrapping presents/ building
with presents
Small World: Christmas scene
Role Play: Santa’s grotto
Groups:
Making Christmas cards
Making Christmas decorations
Christmas story
Finger gym – Children to put the correct
number of buttons on the Christmas tree
to decorate it.
Writing – Children to cut and stick their
Christmas list. Children to write a

PSED: How do you think Mary and Joseph felt in
the story? What do you love about Christmas?
UTW: Why do we celebrate Christmas? What do
you do in your family to celebrate Christmas, do you
have any family traditions?
L: Can you write your own letter to father
Christmas? What will you ask for in your letter?
Week 2 - Reception
CLL:
PD: Can you look at the number on the Christmas
tree star? Can you put the correct number of
buttons on the star?
EAD: Can you make your own Christmas Card?
What design will you put on the front of your card?
What shape is a Christmas tree? How will you make
it wider at the bottom of the tree?
PSED:
UTW: What ingredients will you use for your
reindeer food?
L: Can you write a sentence about something that
you would like for Christmas? Who are going to
write your Christmas card for? What do you think
you could say in your card?
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UTW (40-60) – Enjoys joining in with family
customs and routines.
PD (40-60) – Handles tools with increasing
control.

sentence about what they would like for
Christmas.

Week 1 – Reception Outcomes
Investigate – Why do we celebrate
Christmas? Children to look at how people
celebrate Christmas around the world!
Children to wrap presents to help Santa’s
elves!
Art – Children to create a reindeer hand
print picture.
Children to create decorations for our
class Christmas tree.
Finger gym – Can you make paper chains to
decorate our classrooms!
Writing – Children to write a letter to
Father Christmas and then post it in our
post box ready to get a reply!

Week 2 – Reception Outcomes
Investigate – Children to create reindeer
food.
Art – Different coloured paper strips to
create a Christmas tree.
-Christmas cards.
Finger gym – Children to put the correct
number of buttons on the Christmas tree
to decorate it.
Writing – Children to cut and stick their
Christmas list. Children to write a
sentence about what they would like for
Christmas.

Fabulous Finish: WB: 30/11/20 Nature Explorers
Reception: Invitations to our campfire party! Nature Explorers: Campfire/toasting marshmallows
Nursery: Nature Explorers:
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Appendix Three:
Progression Grid Example

Yum Yum: Green
Ice Worlds: Blue
Wild and Wonderful: Red
Foundation
NC
Key Stage 1
Year 1
Year 2
Stage
Strand
(People and
Communities
30-50, 40-60
and ELG)
Key Vocabulary
EYFS: today, yesterday, tomorrow, old, young, old, new
Year One: now, last week, next week, younger, older, a long time ago, before, after, old, new, people, places, significant, important, past, present, future, inference, evidence,
order, events, books, pictures, photographs, artefacts, what? when? where? sequence, order,
Year Two: chronology, change, continuity cause, consequence, empathy, provenance, purpose, tone, contextual knowledge, define, explain, debate, compare, analyse,
evaluate, source, timeline, eye witness, accounts, historic buildings, museums, galleries, why?, who?, how? describe, compare, identify, represent,
Encourage children
to talk about their
own home and
community life and
find out about other
children’s
experiences.
Encourage children
to develop positive
relationships with
community
members e.g. fire
fighters.

National Curriculum Statement

What to look for guidance

What to look for guidance

What to look for guidance
(Exceeding expectations)

Chronological
understanding

Changes within living memory. Where
appropriate these should be used to reveal
aspects of change in national life.

Sequence events or objects in chronological order within
living memory using photographs. For example, ordering
the child’s life from baby to now).
Use words and phrases such as: now, yesterday, last
week, when I was younger, a long time ago, a very long
time ago, before I was born. When my parents/carers
were young.
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Understand and use the words
past and present when telling
others about an event.
Recount changes in my own life
over time.

Understand how to put people, events and objects in order of when they
happened, using a scale the teacher has given me.
Use a timeline to place important events.

Children talk about
past and present
events in their own
lives and in the lives
of family members.

Knowledge and
understanding of
events, people
and changes in
the past
Historical
interpretation

Discuss events beyond living memory that
are significant nationally or globally (e.g.
Great Fire of London)

Recall some facts about people/events before living
memory.
Say why people may have acted the way they did.

Use information to describe the
past.
Describe the differences
between then and now.

Look at evidence to give and explain reasons why people in the past may have
acted in the way they did.
Recount the main events from a significant event in history.

Children ask and answer questions,
choosing and using parts of stories and
other sources to show that they know and
understand key features of events.

Look at books, videos, photographs, pictures and
artefacts to find out about the past.

Compare pictures or photographs of people or events in the past
Child is able to identify different ways to represent the past

Historical enquiry

Children learn about significant historical
events, people and places in their own
locality.

Identify different ways in which the past is represented
Explore events, look at pictures and ask questions i.e,
“Which things are old and which are new?” or “What
were people doing?”
Look at objects from the past and ask questions i.e,
“What were they used for?” and try to answer.

Look at and use books and
pictures, stories, eye witness
accounts, pictures, photographs,
artefacts, historic buildings,
museums, galleries, historical
sites and the internet to find out
about the past.
Identify different ways in which
the past is represented.
Ask questions about the past.
use a source – why, what,
who, how, where to ask
questions and find
answers.

Use a wide range of information to answer questions.
sequence a collection of artefacts

 Please note:
We have broken the KS1 progression into ‘Year One and Year Two, however there will be children in Year One who will need challenging and children in Year Two will be working at a
lower level.
Sticky Knowledge
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Appendix Four:
Curriculum Leadership at Wallace Fields Infant School
What does your subject look like at WFIS?
Responsibilities
Curriculum
Design:
Intent

Implementation

Impact

Subject leader
Action plan
Click here for the
template

Impact and
Action
Statements
Add link to
template
Curriculum Offer

Knowledge and
Skills

Sticky knowledge

What is this?
Intent must be clearly defined in a curriculum vision. It
is everything we do. The knowledge and understanding
at each stage.
“the framework for setting out the aims of a
programme of education, including the knowledge and
skills to be gained at each stage’’
How will we get them there?
‘’the translation of that framework over time into a
structure and narrative, within an institutional
context.’’
Evaluating what they will have gained (NC expectations)
‘’the evaluation of what knowledge and skills learners
have gained against expectations.’’
Set no more than three objectives for the year linked to
the School Development Plan. What are we aiming to
achieve?
Actions: What will happen to achieve the outcome?
Success Criteria: What will we see when you have
achieved the objectives?
Monitoring and Evaluation: How will you measure the
impact and decide o next steps?
Use the objectives from your action plan. What actions
have put in place? What impact have you had? What
evidence do you have to make this conclusion? What
are your next steps?

How often?
Set for the year
and reviewed.

This is most important! What do we want the children
to leave with? Breadth of knowledge and experience.
It’s not about teaching for the short term memory, as
this means nothing as children can’t remember it or
apply it.
How are we developing our curriculum to enable
children to transfer skills from the short term memory
to the long term? We what children at WFIS to know
more and remember more (and understand more). We
use ‘teach, recall, recall, recall’ to develop this.
‘Knowledge and skills are closely interconnected.
Ofsted considers a skill to be the capacity to perform
complex operations, whether cognitively or physically,
drawing on what is known’.
What do we want the children to know?
What do we want the children to be able to do? Related
to the National curriculum. Not just interesting facts.
What are the key things we want the children to know?
Highlighted in the progression grids. We will use the
process of ‘teach, recall, recall, recall’ top ensure this
knowledge ‘sticks’.

Set for the year
and reviewed.
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Ongoing

Ongoing

Ongoing
throughout the
year, but must be
reviewed termly.

Updated in
February and July

Progression grids

Vocabulary
SEND
FADES
Add link to
template
Book look

Learning walk

Pupil voice

Teacher Voice

Deep dives

Through the progression grids we have mapped out the
curriculum from Early Years to the end of Year 2.
Identifying the skills and knowledge to be taught (why
this? why now? What next?).
What key vocabulary would I expect to be taught at
each year group? Highlighted in the progression grids.
How do SEND/EHCP pupils access the curriculum,
particularly in your subject?
School Review and Evaluation. The template we use to
record our monitoring.
(Focus, Analysis, Do, Evaluation of Impact)
Looking through samples of learning with a particular
focus (triangulating with planning, intent, teaching and
learning). Recording evidence on a FADE. Sharing
positives with staff and identifying actions/next steps.
Setting a review date.
A focussed walk around the school, to support with the
triangulation process. Looking at learning environment:
is it calm and purposeful? What resources are
available? Role of AT? Role of teacher? Pupil
engagement and independence?
Focussed discussions with the children about their
learning and experiences.
e.g. ‘I love Power maths because it’s lots of work and I
really like the challenges’ and ‘I love maths and I like
using all the things to help me’ (concrete resources)
Focussed discussions with adults about the children’s
learning and experiences.
e.g. ‘The vocabulary that the children have been using
within their vocal reasoning has been incredible for the
start of Year 1.’
Deep dives are a methodology that Ofsted inspectors
use to gain a deeper understanding of a school's
curriculum. A ‘deep dive’, which involves gathering
evidence on the curriculum intent, implementation and
impact over a sample of subjects, topics or aspects, is to
seek to interrogate and establish a coherent evidence
base on quality of education.
1. Top level view with SLT (max 5. Subjects.
Always reading and maths with three
foundation subjects. What is the view of SLT?
Strengths and weaknesses. How is curriculum
designed?
2. Middle leaders. Talk about the sequence of
progression from EYFS to end of KS1.
Knowledge and skills. NC expectations. Why
this? Why now? What next?
3. Connect the dots. What are we seeing when we
observe in lessons? Do all of the dots add up?
Lesson visits and work scrutiny. ‘This is what
you will see. This is why. When they leave us…’
Everyone MUST be saying the same messages.
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Ongoing
throughout the
year. Regularly
reviewed.
Ongoing
throughout the
year. Regularly
reviewed.
Ongoing
throughout the
year. Regularly
reviewed.
Ongoing
throughout the
year. Regularly
reviewed.
Ongoing
throughout the
year. Regularly
reviewed.
Ofsted
Subject leaders
SLT

Cultural capital

Progress

Learning

Working memory

Automaticity

The aim of the deep dive is to ‘test’ leadership and
management at all levels.
‘As part of making the judgement about quality of
education, inspectors will consider the extent to which
schools are equipping pupils with the knowledge and
cultural capital they need to succeed in life. Ofsted's
understanding of this knowledge and cultural capital
matches the understanding set out in the aims of the
national curriculum. It is the essential knowledge that
pupils need to be educated citizens, introducing them
to the best that has been thought and said, and
helping to engender an appreciation of human
creativity and achievement.’
What are the children’s starting points? Finding out key
information from early years teachers, e.g. working
parents, newly arrived to UK. Our children’s cultural
capital may be the ‘softer skills’ deficit. How are we
building on form this to close the gaps?
‘Inspectors aren’t inspecting ‘cultural capital’; they’re
looking at whether the school provides a rich and
broad curriculum. A great curriculum builds cultural
capital.’
Cultural capital, when used in relation to education,
promotes the idea that schools should support the
modern definition of what ‘cultural capital’ means. That
is an individual who is knowledgeable about a wide
range of culture, is comfortable discussing its value and
merits, and has been given a vast array of experiences
and access to skill development.
‘Progress, therefore means knowing more (including
knowing how to do more) and remembering more.
When new knowledge and existing knowledge connect
in learner’s minds this gives rise to understanding. As
learners develop unconscious competence and fluency,
this will allow them to develop skills. Progress should
not be defined by hitting the next data point. Rather, if
learners attain within a well-sequenced, wellconstructed curriculum, they are making progress.’
Knowing more, remembering more (and understanding
more) knowledge and skills.
‘Learning has been defined as cognitive psychology as
an alteration in the long term memory. If nothing has
altered in long-term memory, nothing has been
learned.’ How do we alter the long term memory?
Learning must be memorable. Recall must be on the
sticky knowledge.
How do we help to free up the working memory?
Transfer knowledge from the short term to the long
term memory to free up the working memory: ‘teach,
recall, recall, recall.’
‘Automaticity is the ability to do things without
occupying the mind with the low-level details required,
allowing it to become an automatic response pattern
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Every year

Going on training
Delivering
training
Resources
Subject leader
release time

or habit. Examples of tasks carried out by 'muscle
memory' often involve some degree of automaticity.’
Concepts children must have mastered. We should not
have to teach it again (this doesn’t apply to all skills, e.g.
essential core skills). What are the absolute basics that
you think children should have?
‘Ofsted will pay close attention to whether pupils are
readily able to remember previously gained
understanding of facts, concepts and procedures
necessary for subsequent mathematical activities, e.g.
automatically recalling number bonds of addition and
subtraction.’
CPD (Continuing Professional Development) - helping to
enhance and deliver our curriculum.
Supporting others to develop their skills and
knowledge, in order to deliver a high quality curriculum.
Monitoring and ordering recourses.
We aim to support teachers with their release time
where possible, however subject leadership forms part
of the teaching standards. Regardless of release time,
there is an expectation to fulfil subject leader
responsibilities.
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Ongoing
Ongoing
Ongoing

